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American

girls are very delightful. Aud
in one point, they fairly surpass the majority
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of English gills —they are all educated and
mud and sea,
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I blame tlie system of education.
Some
! .‘.in aid twenty dead go down;
;i>,,\ -aered "j!ig and prayer.
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culty with American girls. The admirable
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r>.e tre.jueni year« go on
educational system of New England, covernoting lie* d or name,
Ik. imi lure of tlie dawn
ing the whole area of society, has given them
s\ ind again, wind again,
education, whether they he poor or rich ;
th* giv* n vear t><- gone.
has furnished them with a great deal of
general information, aud has quickened
iratTiCHn Women and. Children.
Au American girl
their desire for more.
will talk with you about anything, and feel
\
in
ouiuus ti,i mil
v ii w
I (or what has the same effect, seem to feel)
Their tendency is perhaps to
! interest in it.
|,,, i.l Jki'iMi;, ii Scul.ii writer, who re- talk too
much, and to talk beyond their
uily \ isite.l (In' country', and apparently
knowledge. With the cleverer, (or as they
,.,v. I unusual iacilitic- tin- studying the
would say themselves, the “smarter”) of
in■ c ter and life >i the people, lias pubthem, it seemed to mo sometimes to make
-!nnine mile- o| travel, under (be title
no perceptible difference whether they knew
The
in America."
are
lb,u thin,
of the subject they talked about or
his irepressions anything
not.
But they generally know a little of
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part ft). nation ; n beauty everything; and their general intelligence
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iv.i lie, agreeably
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leu;,
lectual pursuits to the neglect of household
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Mere and there no doubt
duties. 1 did n >1 find it so. Comparing
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lamp.
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America;
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physician. Hut so much so that middle-class families in the
and far between—
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The young ladies can make beds
gether.
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Samuel Johnson used to say that
Their loveli■irU-, Iintmt,■ a- mi, own.
a man would rather that his wife should be
ditlei cut type
paler and more able to cook
agood dinner than read Greek.
A beam Hill Canadian or Americal.
But he does not seem to have anticipated
nd unu nearer the popular idea of
a time when a woman could learn to do
.,ii- el
tlian any being 1 ever beheld out
both.
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often
beautiiul, c- too miner al ; an eye iromihe
Id country begin- to loug lor a rosy cheek.
1' well -aid that color was a thin; of eii»
and that 1 should lind plenty oi rosy
luck- among the mountains ol Maine,
be v there is more moisture in the air.
1 ilia y be o; 1 never
got to the Maine
uiitaius to see.
But as far as my obsern
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nt, 1 never saw any either on
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I don’t remember that
to dinner in America, even
Ui a
pun man liuiiic, without tiuding pie
’*•
•"•e
kind
often of several kinds—on
the table; and without finding that
every1
1, partook ol it, down to the
microscopic
■idy "i gentleman whom we should call the
hahy. I'ie is indispensable. Take anything away, but leave pie. Americans can
-land llic prohibition ot all intoxicatin';
drinks but attempt to
prohibit pie, and you
would plunge America into revolution iu a
■

day.

1 he

delicately pure complexion, childreu !—as I write the
word, how the
with
a

a

it

sunlight
many

seems

to burst around me !—how

sweet voices start from the silence ol

memory and till the air with melody and
laughter !—how many bright and beautiful
laces, far far away gather round me ouce
again! If i could picture forth some of
these little ones with whom the happiest ol
all my happy hours iu America were spent
ill could reproduce the fun, the romping,
the games on the carpet, the hundred little
iunoceut delights we shared in common—
my readers would see that after all that lias
been written about American precocity, the
children there are childreu still—iu most
points just like our own—the joy and sunlight ot every home.
This, 1 hope, will uot he forgotten iu
noticing at present one or two points of difference.
(>ne tiling that astonished me was the food
given to the children. It seems to be tiie
rule in America to let the children have a
share of everything on the iahle.
1 remember sitting beside one little boy of lour years
who had soup, a slice of fowl with dressing, a sweet potato, a plate of pudding, and
a bunch of grapes,
lie was a very small
buy, and bad to get the .slice of fowl cut tor
him by his aunt.
A lady in Washington,
speaking of her owe little boy of two years,
said : “He cannot go to bed without liis
He must have it.
piece of turkey.
raucy
this in Scotland ! At the Clifton House,
Niagara, the hotel on the Canada side, a*
family party sat down at one of the breakfast tables.
One of the party was a beautifully dressed child, between two and three
years of age, who was waited upon by a tall
negro. The first tiling this small gentleman
bad was a cup ot milk aud biscuit.
Then
lie bad two eggs, beat up iu a glass, aud a
slice o! Johnny-cake (a cake made of Indian
meal and eggs.)
He sipped very little of
ihe egg, and then called for fish.
After lisli
lie bad beet, aud alter the beef-steak, bacon
|
and biscuit.
What more be might have
needed was left uncertain, by reason of his
spilling (lie remainder of the beat eggs o\er
bis own aud his mother's dress which caused
him to he carried away Iroin tlie table in
a state of humiliation.

x

one evening «l supper, to upbraid
bis lather lb. having supported Andrew
Johnson.
In one of my former papers I spoke of a
little Canadian girl, who, in the midst of a
conversation on politicos, threw in her opinion that Canada should have had Maine
A case
and a part of New Hampshire.
suggested by its similarity occurred iu Boston, where a little girl, not much higher
than my knees, with whom I was playing a
game on the carpet, asked me with a serious countenance, what effect I thought the
acquisition of Russian America would have
I laughed, the question
on (treat Britain.
was so odd ; but, on seeing the little eyes
looking up into my face in mute surprise, 1

began,

recovered myself as suddenly as possible,
and endeavored to put matters right by saying that the thing might possibly lead to

snowballing between the two uatious
But the little politician in petticoats evidently thought this was trilling with a grave
subject, and said no more.
some

one unpleasant feature of Ameriprecocity—it tends much more frequent- third,

There is

can

than here to pertness, and utter want of
reverence tor parents.
“Papa, don’t be
foolish,” I heard one little girl say, when
tier father was attempting to describe to me
how some comical Freuclimau had spoken
Von will sometimes'
at a public meeting.
“Y'ou get
hear a child say to its parent.
me just now.”
“Don’t
trouble
or
away;
The parent never seemed to me feel this as
a Scotch parent would.
1 remember an indulgent father briugiug
in a bunch of grapes for his little boy.
“Come, you are a good fellow after all,”
said the child cheerfully. The parent seemed to be rather gratified at so kind are-;
cognition on the part of his sou.
I remember another brave little fellow
of foilr years old, who sat near me at dinner, on a tall slim nursery chair, wiping his
mouth alter the first course, and saying—
“Give me some of that tart, mamma,
and ring the bell for Fanma ; I want some

ly

water !”
ills is

uue

uuiy

help explain

what

meant when she

docile

rites
a

uul ui

New

said, “I

iijliu v

unu

England lady
learning to be
obey your chil-

am

“Parents
It is
dren in all tilings,” is the new idea.
not, after all, so great a stretch to anticipate, as some-body suggests, that we shall
by-aud-by see on the signboard o( some
American store—“John Smith & Father.”
Another incideut occurs to me iu connection with the same little fellow who directOne day,
ed his mother to ring the bell.
when dinner was over, his mamma said to
him—
a

der to escape punishment, he prayed tor
the young reprobate first, and whipped him
afterward. lie told me, however, that he
had novel- been aide to make anything of
the boy lili lie gave up flogging and appealed to (lie boy’s sense of what was ight
and proper.
This seemed to be a general experience
iu tho States.
In most of the American
schools whipping is discontinued, and in
mauy cases prohibited by law ; and yet I
can testily from my own observation, that
the order maintained in these schools is
more perfect than I have ever seen in similar schools elsewhere.
The precocity of American children and
the democratic ideas that pervade society,
and filter down even into the minds of the
youngest, account, probably, for three
(acts—first, that American parents, guardians, and teachers do uoL expect the same
reverence
and unquestionable obedience
that is looked for and inculcated here ; sec
oud, that the children the: will not be governed by mere authority and three ; and

parent!"

that
become at

happily, as a counterpoise, they
exceedingly early age amena-

an

to tlic tide waters

branch

of Penob-

thereof,
darling."
scot river; and authority to connect this road
Precocity looked gravely at her. “Say with the European and North American Railroad, at the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad,
please.”
and to contract with either of these roads for
“Well, darling, please.”
lease, sale or management ol tins road; for an
Precocity wiped his lips solemnly, as if enlargement
of Ihe chattered rights of the
an important moral lesson had been given,
Portland and Rutland Railroad Company, and

“Wipe

your mouth,

aud requested to lie lifted down Irom his
chair.
There is much less of this in the South,
where subordination is more recognized,
and where the modes of thought and feeling are more like our own. But this is the
idea iu the North—independence,
the sinking of old aud even
natural distinctions iu Democratic equality.
Do to me whatever yon expect, me to do to

growing

reciprocity,

you.
Let it not be supposed, however, that
American children are rude, or ill-behaved.
On the contrary, they struck me as more

polite, more considerate, more orderly, as
general rule, than our own ; but they

a

need to be dealt with in a different way.
You must treat with them as persons who
have a will of their own, and a right to exercise it.
You must appeal to their reason
aud good sense. If you appeal merely to

your

pert

own

authority,

you

are

apt

to

get

a

answer.

burned.
I ty. He was
“Burned!” exclaimed the doctor; "it I |
spousibility.
which
family
had been the lire I should have
till

impeachment

now

behaving

on

his

for State and municipal aid; for a branch line
from the Maine Central to llartland, with the
expectation of going to Athens. Charters will
he asked for a railroad from Skowhegan to
Athens, or Irom l’itfslield to Athens, with the
right lo extend the road to Moosehead Bake;
also irom Skowhegan to Solon. The directors
of the proposed railroad from Wiuterport to
Bangor will ask for an in reuse of their capital slock lo §100,000.
An effort will lie made to re-enact the Slate
Police Act that was repealed last winter, with
several modifications; also to modify the law
lor the suppression of tippling shops.
A call will he made for the passage of a law
forbidding the taking o[ porgies on the coast
of Maine earlier in the season than the lirst
day of August, each year, and for making oil
or slivers ior bait.
The capital punishment question will be discussed, and an effort made for its abolitiou.
A movement will bo made lo extend the right
of suffrage to women.
A revision of our statutes will be considered.
A division of Aroostook county will be asked
for, and the formation of a new county by tne
Also for the incorporaname of Matiawaska.
tion of several towns in the French settle-

again,)

own re-

“Father,” said he, “suppose you pray.”
The father was a good man and could
But having a
not refuse to do this.
strong suspicion in his mind that the boy

suggested

He did not come in answer
time specified.
the letter, but his wife appeared in his stead,
humbly confessing that she intercepted the letter, her husband knowing nothing about it, or
of her comiug in answer to it; that she took
the child on the day it was charged to her husband, aud without his knowledge—haviug left
home in the morning with the intention of getting the infant, but falsely telling him that she
a

to

This case suggests another which illusthe same point, but has a grotesque
A geutleman in Northfeature of its own.
ampton with whom I spent a very delightful week, and who belongs to one of the
old Puritan families, told me that for several years he had tried whipping with his
hoy, but found it ineffectual. On one occasion the boy was caught in the oft repeated
His father took him to his room ;
fault.
upbraided him for his persistent disobedience ; reminded him (which was probably
unnecessary) that he had several times been
obliged, in the way of parental duty, to apply the rod of correction ; that it seemed
as yet to have been in vain ; that he was
much disheartened, and was at a loss what
to do with him.
A bright thought occurred to the boy.

had

sent, enjoining him to appear at the institution
at

trates

this Christian exercise in

or-

COMMITTEES.

Judiciary. Luddeu of Androscoggin, Bolster of Oxford, Lane of Cumberland, ol the
Senate; Hubbard of Wlscasset, Rust of Belfast, Gilbert of Bath, Cram of Brunswick,
lieed of Portland, Bliss of Washington, and
Powers of Houlton, of the House.
Federal Relations.
Stevens of lvenuebec,
Ilersey of Penobscot, Matthews of Kuox, of
tlie Senate; Stoue of Kennebec, Wedgewood
of Biddeford, Duuning of Bangor, Farwell of
Augusta, Oak of Garland, Dodge of Oxford,
Dickey of Port Kent, of the House.
Military Affairs.
McArthur ol York,
Murry of Washington, Snell of Kennebec, of
the Senate; White of Bangor, Pray of Livermore, Duncan of Kittery, Bowler of Winn,
Goodwin of Penobscot, Bragdon of Limlugton,
Crandon of Maehias, of the House.
Coast and Frontier Defences. Morse of
Sagadahoc, Cushing of Waldo, Talbot of Washiugtou, of the Senate; White of Bangor, Pray
of Livermore, Duncan of Kittery, Bowler of
Winn, Goodwin of Penobscot Bragdon ol
Limiugton, Crandon of Maehias of the House.
Railroads, Ways and Bridges. Horsey of
Penobscot, Morse of Sagadahoc, Messer of
Cumberland, of the Senate; Hincks of Bucksport, Blaisdell of Waterville, Goss of Bath,
Twitchell of Portland, Lougley of Greene, Foster of Argyle, Dinsmore of Bingham, of the

reason.

cation, to consist of one member from each
County ; to establish Teachers’ Institutes iu
every County; to place the power of employing teachers in the hands of Superintending
School Committees instead ot District Agents,
which is now the case; to compel the attendance of all children of the State from six to
sixteen years ot age, at some school, at least
three months yearly; and, lastly, to provide
for a uniformity iu text hooks.
Our railway system, which has done so much
to develop the immense resources of the State,
will form an important subject of debate, efforts being made to establish new lines of communication, and to extend existing lines. Application will be made for an act of incorporation, authorizing the building of a railroad
from lloulton to the St. John river, opposite
Little Falls iu Aroostook county;
also for
building a railroad from some feasible point
on the European and North American Railroad,
in or near the town of Winn, iu Penobscot
county, thence through or near the town of
Sherman, and the plantation of Island Falls, by
the most direct and feasible route to Presque
Isle village in Aroostook County; for a railroad from some point on the European and
North American Railroad, between Lincoln
and the State boundary, to the north line of
the State; for an extension of the Bangor,

was

going

to a

neighboring city

to

see

some

friends ; and that sue went home in the evening
with the babe, telling him that she had given
birth to it on Llie cars during her absence;
which state of things, she said, the husband
had always believed. This belief on his part,
doubtless accounts for the indignation with
which your Agent’s inquiries of him about an
almshouse child were treated. The wife, on her
knees, begged piteously that the husband might
not be told these Lhiugs, saying that it would
break up the family, separate man aud wile,
&c. In consideration of the child's temporary
good, its home being a pleasant and satisfactory one, aud with a view to its heirship of the
property, this wish of the wile has been gratified; the husband aud neighbors remain in ignorance of the true circumstances of the child’s
birth, aud I now call attention to the case, believing it to be an instructive one, as showing
to what curious menus childless wives may resort to gratify maternal instincts.”

Who Ate Roger Williams ?
Steel’s “Fourteen Weeks in Chemistry,”

Maine Legislature.
JOINT STANDING

House.
Mercantile Affairs and Insurance, Buck
Legislative Matters.
a correspondent of Hancock,
Tyler of Oxford. Metcalf of Liuwriting from Augusta, gives the following as coln, of the Seuate; Morris of Portland, Rauthe principal matters to be acted upon this dall of Stocktou, Blake of Auburn, Somes of
Mt. Desert, Sawyer of Falmouth, Lord of Dewinter
troit, Watts of Thomastou, ol the House.
Our educational interests will claim special
Legal Reform. Snell of Kennebec, Murray
attention.
Our tommou school system is very of Washington, Webb of Somerset, of tlie
defective, and a remedy will be prescribed that Senate; Kempton of Mt. Vernon, Wedgewood
was recommended by the late Educational Con- of Biddeford, Farwell of
Augusta, Teague of
vention in this city.
It will be urged upon the Lyndon, Farrington of Fryeburg, Frederick of
Legislature to establish a State Board of Edu- Starks, Carlton of Camden, of the House.
ble to

“Remember who you are talking to, sir?” ments.
An attempt will be made to annex Ihe town
said an indignant pareut to a fractious boy ;
of Auburn to the city of Lewiston, and to pro“I am your father, sir.”
cure a city charter for Ellsworth.
Several charters will be asked for to incor“Well, who’s to blame for that?” said
porate water power companies and to establish
youusr impertinence ; “(ain’t me?”
banks, while efforts will be made to
One little boy to whom I have already savings
continue the hydrographic survey another year,
disahimself
aud to establish an inebriate asylum, and an
very
referred, was making
girls.
greeable on one occasion when his mother industrial school for
Appropriations to erect a uew wiug to the
had him with heron a visit to some friends.
State Insane hospital, and for aiil to the State
She took him to the bedroom, and told him
Agricultural College, will be asked for.
that if he did not behave himself she would
shut him up in the closet.
A Sixuui.au Case of Sham Motherhood.
“You can’t. There ain’t a closet here,”
Mr. George 1’. Elliott, Visiting Agent of the
said the child triumphantly.
Tewksbury, Miss., Almshouse, iu his work,
“I’ll put you into that wardrobe, then.”
American children are undoubtedly prethe past year, ol looking after the children put
won’t.”
“No, you
1 think this peculiarity, though
cocious.
out to service from that institution, encounter“I will.”
ed the following decidedly novel case:
partly owing to the quickening effect of
You try it.”
“A foundling babe was charged to a man
climate, is due, to some extent, to the
She took him instantly, put him in, and
1 visited the family and louud them
in-.
American practice ot bringing children to turned the lock.
to be worth a little property, frugal and industhe table from their infancy.
A New Eugto
America
began
1 saw the man and asked him about
Thereupon Young
trious.
lauJ lady, who boasted of eleven children, kick
up a tremendous noise inside, batter- the child. He indignantly, but with apparent
(a very rare thing iu New England,) told
a boy
ing the doors of the wardrobe as if he would honesty, denied ever having taken such
me that
Ilia from the almshouse; and I could get no inforevery one of them had been brought have knocked them off their hinges.
mation from him concerning the child, though
to the table at seven mouths old, and at
mother, fearful that he woidd do mischief he admitted having one iu the house about the
thirteen mouths could handle their forks as either to himself or the furniture, and reage of the one I was iu search of, but said it
neatly as she could ! Brought to the table membering that the house was not hers, was his own, born of his wife; aud he producso soon, and
ed a priest's christening certificate as testimohearing all that goes on, they took him out and said, in great distress:
1 left him,
ny to his truthfulness in the matter.
begin at a preteruatimilly early age to lake
“U, George, I don’t know what to do as he became abusive iu his language, and
an interest in
general ufiairs, aud to acquire with you !”
made inquiries of his neighbors, who corrobothe ideas and language of grown
“Don’t you ?” said he, looking up into her rated his story, as also do the town records.
people.
An old doctor of divinity iu Canada said face.
On further inquiry, however, i found a gentleman who was personally cogui/.auL of the fact
that calling one day at a friend’s house, a
“No, indeed, 1 don’t.”
that the man’s wife did take a child from the
little girl was sent iu to amuse him till her
is
I’ll
be“it
that
said
so,
“Then,"
he,
almshouse, aud that the child so taken was the
mamma was
The
child
told
him, have
which he accordingly did, march- one claimed by the man to be his own. Beready.
among other things, that she had beau writ- ing into the’other room with her, and con- coming convinced that I could not satisfactoriing a parody ou Kingsley’s song of the ducting himself for the rest of the eveu- ly get at the true facts iu regard to the child’s
welfare from the family at their home (the man
•‘Three Fishers
but when drying it at the
ing like a little gentleman. She had capit- haviug threatened to shoot me if I ever visited
open lire, it dropped from her hand and was ulated—given up the struggle for authori- him
1 soon after caused a letter to be

i lien metaphysics !
In one
stopped
i-iti-d iu tlit- Connecticut valley, two of
you had got it out agaiu.”
ila "irl- were
in
the
of
deep
study
algebra
“O no, doctor,” said the child,
,um
gravely,
uit'i;ijhiyHics, as ;i voluntary exercise,
uiid shut themselves
couldn’t have done that.
Nature, you
up lor three hours a “you
day with C ‘denso and Sir William Hamil- know, is nature, aud her laws ure inviolable!”
ton. and Kent.
1 his was,
perhaps, excepIt nearly knocked the doctor off his chair.
tional. hut the Ni \\ Euglaud brain is
very
1 remember one day at dinner—this was
busy. It develops very soon and very fast,
in tlie State ot New
and begins at an exceedingly early
York—being amused
age to
exercise itself with abstruser studies.
Par- at the exquisite combination of epicureanents and teachers olleu told me that their ism aud forethought on the part of a little
ditlicuky, with the girls especially, was not boy of uine. “Mother,” said he, "give me
to get them urged on, hut to get them held only a little of the mince pie, as I shall
back.
In oue young ladies seminary which want to taste the pudding!”
I visited, they were held back with the lolThe children’s remarks on political sublowiug light studies, in additiou to the ordi- jects tickled me most, for the reason, pernary branches :
Virgil and II trace, Latin haps, that I have rarely heard anything of
Prose Composition, Anatomy and Hygieue, the sort from children at home. A small
Moral Philosophy, Mental Philosophy and boy of
eight will stand up to you—“What
Quadratic Equations. To this add pie and do you think, sir, of the state of the counhot bread, and what could you expect hut try ?”
1 remember being amused,
paleness, even among the mountains of
beyond exMaine ?
pression, at one little boy in Brooklyn, who
Paleness aud pie notwithstanding, the during the time of the
trial.
I

correspondents at Washington

details a recent conversation with Gen.
Grant. The following reference to McClellan is creditable to the President elei t :

Education.
Snell of Kennebec, Patten of
Piscataquis, McArthur of York, of the Seuate;
Whidden of Calais, McFadden of Dresden,
Bigelow of Clinton, Stone of Keunehuuk, Harris of East Maehias, Plummer of Dexter, Gunnison of Scarboro’, of the House.
Banks and Banking.
Messer of Cumberland, O’Brien of Kuox, Metcalf of I.iueoln, of
the Senate; Chamberlain of Ellsworth, Duuuiug of Bangor, Chapman of Damariscotta,
Chandler of New Gloucester, Chase of Fayette,
Tolrnau of Harrison, Bennett of Sanford, of
the House.

Agriculture.

Lang of Kennebec, Mitchell
Cumberland, Garcelou of Waldo, of the
Senate; Abbot of Glenburu, Weston of Poland,
Calderwood of Waldo, Toothaker of Phillips,
of

Dunn of Peru, Barker of Montville. Small of
of the House.
Manufactures. Gibbs of ( umberlund, Lang
of Kennebec, Hanson of York, of the Senate;
Case of Rockland, Briggs of Freeport, Ham ol
Lewiston, Dolbier of Kingfleld, Foss of FailHeld, Coles of Cape Elizabeth, Haines of Biddeford, of the House.

j

j
j

says :
“The truth that animal matter passes
from the animal back to the vegetable, ami
front the vegetable to the animal kingdom
again, received a curious illustration not
long since.
“For the purpose of erecting a suitable
monument to the memory of Roger Williams, the fouuder of Rhode Islaud, his private burying ground was searched for the
It was found
graves of himself and wife.
that everything had passed into oblivion.
The shape of the coffins could only be traced by a black line ol carbonaceous matter.
The rusting hinges and nails, and a round
wooden knot, alone remained in one grave,
while a single lock of braided hair was
(omul in the other.
Near the grave stood
an apple tree.
This had sent down two
main roots into the very presence of the
coiiined dead.
The large root, pushing its
way to the precise spot occupied by the
skull of Roger Williams, had made a turn
as if
passing round it, and followed the direction of the backbone to the hips. Here
it divided into two branches, sending one
along each leg to the heels, when both turned upward to the toes.
One of these roots
formed a slight crook at the knee, which
made the whole bear a striking resemblance
to the human form.
There were the graves
but their occupants had disappeared ; the
bones even had vanished.
There stood the
thief—the guilty apple tree—caught in the
The spoliation was
very act of robbery.
complete. The organic matter, the tiesh,
the hones of Roger Williams had passed
into an apple tree.
The elements hail been
absorbed by the roots, transmuted into
woody fibres, which could be burned as fuel,
or carved into ornaments, and bloomed into fragrant blossoms, which delighted the
eye of the passer by, and scattered the
sweetest perfume ot
spring; more than
this—had been converted into luscious
.nut, v>hicli, Irani year to year, had been
gathered and eaten. Ilow pertinent then
is the question, “Who ate Roger Williams?”
A Sad

Story of

the Soa.

Cornish,

answer

to the

inquiry about

the

news-

paper story Unit he had offered a cabinet
portfolio to General McClellan, Gen. Grant
said :
“There is no truth in tlie report that
I have offered Gen. McClellan a
place in
After a moment’s reflection
my cabinet.”
he added:
“I do not say that 1 have not
thought of doing it, anil it 1 do it I know of
who has

right to object. When I
1 shall be President of the
I'uited States—not the head of a
party. 1
shall be the executive officer ol ihK whole
people—not of a mere majority. McClel
Ian, continued Gen. Grant, is an able sol
dier, a good citizen, and a pure man. The
army of the Potomac was the best organized, the best equipped, and the best disciplined army the world ever saw. For ac
eomplishiug this at least the country is in
no one

aril

a

inaugurated

debted to McClellan. Another remarkable
fact is that, while to a large extent, McClellan lost the confidence of the country, he
never lost the confidence of hiarmy. 1
know full well that when I succeeded to the
command ol that army l did not supplant

him in its affections.
1 le was its first love,
ft was natural and just.
1 should dislike to
think that I was supplanted in the affections
of my old army of the Tennessee by either
of my worthy successors."

Reminiscences.

Mr. F.dwin

Sprague,

who has assumed sole management of the
Rockland Free Press, and will doubtless

conduct the paper with

and success,
with
acquaintance
types in
lie thus refers to some of the

ability

made his first
this office,
old time

employees

ot t ie paper—

We took the first degree as printer’s devil in the Belfast Journal office, in 18-PJ,
with Messrs. Wing A Moore.
Strange are
the changes which have occurred since that
time.
Wing, the head of the firm then,
has returned to the case as a journeyman
Moore, the genial and talented
printer.
editor, died a few years since, while employed on the Portland Argus. The foreman at that time was J. W. Brown, a
right
good fellow, who left the composing stick
for the yard stick, and has been fortunate
enough we learn to gaiu a handsome competence us u dry-goods inert-haul in Boston.
Charles A. Sprague, a brother of our own,
was senior apprentice : he bought into The
Mirror, a weekly paper at Bath, and asttmed its editorial management, but after
a connection of only three months with it,
died ol typhoid fever, at the age of J:'
Charles B. Moore, brother of the
years.
editor of the Journal, then in the office as
a journeyman, ended his
days in an insane

It is difficult to imagine a sadder story or
oue better calculated to rouse a
just indignation, than that related before the High
Court in Edinburgh, Scotland. The barest
statement ot facts is sufficient to draw tears,
ne was a young man oi
goon
or rouse decent men iulo a fever of
iuilig- asymrn.a
interior w atkks.
westoi naucocK, uusii
and when not affectreader,
habits,
great
nation.
of
Last
five
of
lads
Talbot
of
of
the
Creenoch,
Waldo,
iug
Washington,
April,
Senate; Palmer of Bangor, Sturges of Vassal- three of them (piite children, resolved in a ed by insanity, was very companionable.
Our immediate
to whose duHammond
of
Folsom
of
boro,
Westbrook,
caprice, to enjoy a pleasure sail, ties we succeededpredecessor,
bv virtue of our otlice,
Skowhegan, Lane of Unity Plantation, llol- i passing
aud stowed themselves ou the Arrau, a ship
yoke of Brewer, Simmons, of the House.
was F. M. Swan, a brusque fellow, but with
When they were fairly
State Lands and State Hoads. Gardiner bouud for (Quebec.
He died just before the w ar
a good heart.
ot Penobscot, Cary of Aroostook, Mitchell of at sea
they revealed themselves, to (lie out iu
of
the
of
Mars
Mississippi. The last news we had
Cumberland,
Senate; Perry
great aud not unjust indignation of the masfrom him was contained iu a letter w liich
Hill, Crockett of Hoeklaud, Hatch of Alton,
Robert
bis
Watt, aud
mate, James
Smith of Hodgdou, llussell of Cambridge, ter,
iu the columns of the Free Press.
Fisher of Charlotte, Caldwell of Waldoboro', Kerr, who avenged themselves for a mouth appeared
Thus only one beside ourself of the six who
of the House.
a curious
of
tortures.
by inflicting
variety
constituted the Journal force at that time is
Division oe Towns.
Goodwin of York, All seemed to have been half starved, aud
now editor of
Kingsbury of Penobscot, Stevens ot Kennebec, oue was repeatedly flogged, soused in ice living. Our friend Simpson,
of the Senate; Patten of Hampden, Averill of
tiie Journal, was then a frequent visitor at
cold water, and ordered to stand naked in
Winterport, Hopkius of Bluehill, Shaw of Mithe Journal otlice, and its columns someBy- times contained a w itticism or a neat bit of
not, Metcalf of Monmouth, Hammond of El- the Arctic cold, at the. forecastle head.
liot, Pike of Princeton, of the House.
May the Arrau was ofl the coast of NewFile printing office
from his pen.
Division of Counties.
Webb of Somerset, foundland, from fifteen to twenty miles poetry
seemed to have an attraction for him w hich
Garcelou of Waldo, Fuller of Franklin, of the from
shore, imbedded in the ice, aud the lie did not care to resist. 1 tiese few
Senate; Clark of Lewiston, Knowltou of Northyears,
determined that the lads should be
port, Kimball of Bethel, Blackman of Bradley, Captain
so short to look back upon, are indeed tilled
Two of them were
Bracket of Berwick, Holland of Waterlmro, expelled from the ship.
with strange memories.
Turner of Cutler, of the House.
only eleven and twehe years of age, half
Incorporations of Towns.
with
of
no
ol
Aroosand
out
condition
('ary
clad,
shoes,
took, Fuller of Franklin, Mathews of lvuo.v, from continued
A •>.'>0,000 Bond Robbery took place iu
hunger, while one, "a nice
of the Senate; Puriugton of Bowdoin, Dickey
wee bit of a fellow, but not
strong.” sivs New York on Saturday, dan. :M. The
of Fort Kent, Kelley ol Home, Newhall of Pabonds belonged to Bierworth A Rochall,
ris, Waugh of Levant, Mayo of Dover, Far- bis mother, was spitting blood.
rington of Lovell, of the House.
The ice was most unsafe, the bore was shippine merchant.-. O'* Fine street, and
Fisheries. Mathews of Knox, West of Hanscarcely visible, and the Arran was lull of were in a tin box with other valuable pacock, Stevens of Kennebec, of the Senate;
no matter, the
boys must pers. The box had been brought from the
Stover of Harpswell, Bartlett of Trenton, provisions; but,
bank and placed mi a desk in the inner ofMears of Bristol, Bridges of Castiue, Minot of go, and crying and frightened, they went.
fice.
Soon afterward three men called and
of
Three
them
were
saved
almost
a
mirof
Carver
North
Phipsburg,
Haven, Hosmer of
by
Deer Isle, of the House
acle, getting so far ou the ice that they engaged those iu the outer otlice iti converIndian Affairs. Kingsbury of Peuobseot, were seen from the
sation relative to shipping matters.
l’liishore : but the two lit
Black of Hancock, Patten of Piscataquis, ol
tie shoeless lads perished.
Oue Oil inio eouversatiou lasted from ten to fifteen min
the Senate; Bradford of Eastport, Brawn of
Oldtowu, Irish of Sherman, Coffin of Thorn- the water almost at starting, the "ice just ntes. ! laving obtained the desired inforWithin halt an
dike, Huntress of Lincoln, Whitney of Jones- ; closed over him,” and he was drowned. mation, the men departed.
boro, Howe of Whiteheld, of the House.
The other, MeGinues, the youngest ol all, hour of their departure, a woman called and
Claims. Metcalf of Lincoln, Lane of Cumwalked ou tor two hours or more, aud then enquired the price ol a passage to Hurope.
berland, Bolster of Oxford, ol the Senate;
McOausland of Farmington, Leighton of Yar- unable to exert himself, with his leet cut She was given the rates of passage, and m
So far as known these
mouth, Lucas of Guilford, Clark of Lewiston, and his legs swollen, aud that dreary waste turn went away.
Knowltou of Northport, Junkins of York, Edes of ice all round, lie sat down to die.
His wore the only strangers that called, up to
of Naples, of the House.
companions did what they could to urge three o'clock 1*. ji. At the last mentioned
Pensions.
Murray of Washington, Patten
hour it was discovered that the box and
of Piscataquis, Fuller of Franklin, ol the Sen- him ou, but the lad could only sob, still, as
Ii is believed
ate ; Dodge of Oxford, Potter of Hampden, they testify, "they heard him greetin’ when contents had been stolen.
Brown of Perry, ltichardsou of Manchester,
they a long way oil',” and so, still in sight that one of the three men mentioned above
stole 1110 box while his companions engaged
Muzzey of Searsmont, Holman of Dixtield, of the ship froze to death.
Tripp of Lyman, of the House.
If ever there was murder done on earth, the employees in the outer otlice in corner
Insane Hospital. Patten of Piscataquis,
But little is known o' their pel
Stevens of Kennebec, Carr of Aroostook, of that lad was murdered, hut the Edinburgh satiou.
the Senate; Brackett of Augusta, llussell of jury found that the
Captain had a reputa- sonul appearance, and the chance cf arrestFarmington, llussell of Gorham, Palmer of tion for being "kind and gentle”—indeed, ing the thieves or recovering tin- valuables
Gardiner, Eatou id Prt^pect, Peables of Wa- that
reputation had originally tempted the is very slim, indeed.
terford, of the House.
The modus operand) iu thi ease is similads—aud
Hefokm School.
they added a recommendation to
Lane ol
Cumberland,
Buck of Hancock, Webb of Somerset, of the mercy in their verdict of culpable homicide, lar to that which is supposed to have been
Senate: Lord of Standish, Sawyer of Booth- aud Lord Justice
Clark, who had charged pursued iu the late robbery oi a tin box,
bay, Noyes of Jay, Ferguson of Dixmont, dead
the
against
Captain sentenced him to wiih bonds and securities to a large amount,
Thompson of Madison, Wyman of Newport,
months’ imprisonment, the most from the Pequonnoek Bank, in Connecticut
eighteen
of
ot
the
House.
Thompson
Friendship,
State Prison. Goodwin of York, Fuller of astounding failure of justice in a British The business seems to have been reduced tu
Garcelou
of Waldo, of the Senate; court it has ever been our lot to record, the
a “science,” and those who engage in it.
Frankliu,
Parcherof Saco, Thwiug of New Sharon, Lib- i more
become most skillful and daring adepts.
debecause
Watt’s
astounding
ouly
by of Durham, Lymau of Sullivan, Giveeu ol |
that he urged the hoys on to the ice
fence,
Daufortii
of
of
Atkinson, Greeley
Newtleld,
t
in the full expectation that they would reJanvier St. George, gent., married just
Cumberland, ol the House.
Public Buildinus. Hanson of York, Mes- j turn, was exposed by the learned dodge tin1 prettiest girl in 15-.
Maria, beside*
ser of Cumberland, O'Brien ol Knox, of the himself.
beautiful, was educated, accomplish,
being
Senate; Tolmau of Harrison, Baker of Steued, artless, innocent, and decidedly the most
ben, Kicbardsou of Manchester, Mayo of Do- j
hit of dimity that bridegroom e\
ver, Haley of Dayton, Patterson of Solon, Dunn
A Modei. Maine C'i. aei
The following blushing
of Peru, of the House.
er captivated.
On Library.
Patten of Piscataquis, Cary article was clipped from the Alta CaliforTwo years of matrimonial heaven hud
j
of Aroostook, and ateveus of Kennebec, of the nian of Nov.
aud forwarded to the passed, when one evening as St. George
27th,
Senate; Messrs. Palmer of Gardiner, Potter S
beof Topsham, Brackett of Berwick, Tuell of builders, Messrs. E. Dean, dr. A Co., of came home from down town, he found
side his angel Maria the sweetest little fourSumuer, Soule of Lagrange, Gunnison of Scar- I South Thomastou :
boro, and Peables of Waterford, of the House, j
year-old darling that ever charmed the
“The brig “Joseplioue," built at South
heart of a benedict, and'Janvier St. George,
Thomastou, Maine, arrived a few days ago gent., went into unreasonable
Movement in Virginia.
raptures over
iu this harbor from Port Isabel, at the head
the beautiful little fairy.
For
Jau.
2.
two
a
days past
Richmond,
of navigation on the Culf of California, afconference of some of the leading men in the
“Oh, what a charming, sweet creature!
ter the unprecedented rapid passage of nineState has been in session here, attended by
I have never seen a child half so beautiful.
She is of 218 tons burthen.
Hon. A. li. H. Stuart, of Stauuton, Hon. teen days.
Whose darling little girl is it, love?”
Thomas S. Flourney, formerly a Whgig candi- During the last three years she lias been
“Minn” replied the vestal wife, just a*
date for Governor, John L. Marye, Jr., the
plying between San Francisco, Guaymas uouchalantlv as though they were discussing
candidate
for
conservative
present
Attorney and Port Isabel. She carries down to the
a poodle.
General, VVyndhain Robertson, formerly acting
Governor of the State, George \V.
Rolling, latter place miscellaneous cargoes, and
“Yours, madam ! My God, Maria! why
James J. Johnson, a former Whig Senator. brings back copper ore from the Williams’
have you uever informed me ot tliis f”
Frank Gruflln, Gen. John Ecliolis, W. T. Stu- Fork and other mines iu Arizona.
therliu and others.
Last night after midnight
“Why, my dear, you uever asked me !”
In 1807 this fleet craft made the downMr. St. George took a suddeu fancy to
they agreed on a preamble aud resolutions ward
in
sixteen days, that being the
trip
which set forth, that while the people of Virvisit Egypt and the Holy Laud.
ginia do not believe that the negroes in their shortest trip on record. Her captain says
uueducated condition are as yet tit for suffrage, that if he had had favorable winds on his
A young man sent his father iu the counyet in view of the expression of public opinion last
trip he would have moored his brig
in the recent national election, aud in the hope
his photograph, accompanied with a reher
here
in
from
try
wharf
nine
days
of restoring harmony and union, they are will- alongside
for aid, as he was poor and required
Port
Isabel!
She
on this trip a
quest
to
up
universal
brought
with
ing
accept
suffrage coupled
for the necessaries of life. The old
of
ore.
amount
universal amnesty.
inouey
copper
large
A committe of nine was appointed to visit
The owner of this vessel is It. E. ltai- man looked over the photograph, and then
Washington aud urge Congress to legislate so moud, Esq., oue of our pioneer aud most responded, “ You can’t he very poor to be
as to secure these to the people of the State.
Her Master is A. living among marble vases and statues and
The committe is composed of Messrs, A. H. enterprising merchants.
II. Stuart, W. Roberston, Jr., R Baldwin, N. McDonough, a youug aud
thorough (lowers and nice furniture, such as your
James Nelson, W. F. Sutherlin, J. L. Marye, “Dowu East’’sailor, who has been Captain pickter shows !”
Jr., J. F. Johnson aud W. L. Owen.
since last
of the
A resolution was adopted recommending the
people of the State to hold a convention on
February 10th in Richmond to rccieve the report of the committee and arrange for the canvass.

dosepheue

dune, having

made live trips to aud Iro during this period. The brig is staunch aud strong, and
rates A No. 1 1-2 clean, aud a better coaster never visited this port."

Brigham Young’s eldest
ful

youth.

He smokes

sou

Joe is

good cigars,

a

hope-

drinks

good liquor, gets drunk, plays poker,
his wives aud preaches the gospel.

licks
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money to invest safely and securely, will
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Letter From Augusta.
[Correspondence of the Journal.]

anything

They lament the bitterness which has been engendered, and the embarrassment to the work

The Mlg- Senatorial Fight. Morrill M itlldrana.
Another Candidate Probable.
Female SuiTrage. Capital Pnnlibmentto
be Abollahed.

square

Administrators, Executors and Guardians drsiring their advertisements published in tlie Journal, will
please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so directed is withheld irom thu paper.

into other hands.
First.

The

Second.

These

are

:

security.
length of time

The

kind

Now that it is over, they hope its

feelings

will die witli it.

we

We

aud

to-day will bring up the main body and reknow that serves, including a detachment of the “In-val-id
who have Corpse,” headed by an Ex. Gov. riding in an
un-

express the sentiment of those
prevailed in this matter, when we record the

the contract

who have hitherto opposed the
road, will now accept what is inevitable, join
hands with their fellow citizens in

Forewarned by the extensive raid

on

■

■

The business thus i'ar lias not been of im-

portance, the attention of members having
engrossed by the Seaatoriv question.

beeu

On the outside of this paper will be found a

joint standing Committees.
The following bills and petitions have beeu
t-resented and referred—of F. it. Webber et.

girl

refused

au

sleep.

A barber in New
the same

We are always glad of information of
sign it
interest, but must know from whom it comes.

Jersey grafts
farmer

as a

young orchard.

In Indiana there

Pennsylvania.

suggesting

llow did she Hud it out?

heads,

in

choice.

no

The writer of a note to us from Waldoboro,
matter fora paragraph, forgot to

marriage

because her suitor had the habit of sneezing in
his

Bayard,

We are indebted to Warden Rice of the Slate
Prison, for a copy of his annual report, which
we have not yet had time to examine.

recreation.

offer of

Ilep.,

Hamlin,

of

election

hair iu bald

would set

out

ready to receive and act upon confidential communications, which will uot be known
outside the Otfi. e—but they must be genuine,
We are

a

the invention,

He will

patent
the night after tke
become rich, and belong to the hair-istoc.racy.
i'lle machinery of the press is too powerful to
was hardly equal to
suppiy
Third.
The rate of iuterest.
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers
be
used by unknown and irresponsible persons.
out
the
The
Indians
of
are
the
Alaska
doomed.
Fur
its
common
ben- !
demand, an immense'quantity of “tangleenterprise, and enjoy
changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper
Fourth.
The convenience of collecting efits and
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
foot” has been laid in by the fluid venders, traders with whiskey have got there.
Tin- Bangor Whig say.- that “factious spirits'
blessings.
interest.
If, however, they shall see fit to employ their ready to deal out in exchange for specimens oi
A couple of misers, brother ami sister, re- |are making tumble at Augusta.
*3“S. M. Pettengii.l k Co., G State St., Boston, and
They did the
37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents for
On the first requirement, as we have time and money in seeking to hinder what is Spinner’s autograph. There is a rich harvest
cently died near Hagerstown, Md. They de- same when Grant was there. Cork ’em up
procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements.
*3“S. R Niles, No. 1 Scollay'5 Building. Court Street, said, the Court lias left no question.
It is now certain of accomplishment, and oppose a before them, and there will be a “sound ol rev- nied themselves every comfort, yet after their I more securely.
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for thie
great public enterprise from motives of pique elry by night" as long as these thirsty moral death, several thousand dollars in bills an-'.
We did hope tliaL the dying President would
a completed contract between the
paper.
city and and
£&■ Geo. P. Rowell k Co., 10 Park Row, New York,
give us a rest.
personal resentment, it is not for the reformers are quartered here.
I
were found in odd corners about the house
coin,
Bangor Whig.
will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest the holder of the bond.
The iuterest must
friends of the road to say they shall not.
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.
Mon ill returned from Washington Saturday
But it is dt flared that there shall be “no rest
But
One thousand dollars’ wortli of boats wen I
be paid, and the principal provided for.
1
they will display a curious taste in seeking the and renewed his button-holing labors. For the -cut. loose from the wharves at Portsmouth, N. for the wicked.’’
I' inanciers say there is no
absolutely secure doubtful honors of the position, and wonder- past week his chances have been growing small i II., Thursday night, and allowed to drift out
Another Blow at the Constitution.
A man in Iloulton has a camlet cloak that he
to sea.
investment. The government may break ful fortitude in enduring public odium.
by degrees and beautifully less. Even in Kenhas worn for ."4 years.
The radicals still continue their work of
continues.

department
I Commissary
when the

1

undermining

the

Constitution,

which

*.

Sachem of the

Legislatives.

.V New York
1

the

uv-

j

■

for

Scott,
was

She dresses in men’s clothes and lives alone.

“avalanche.”

hope that those

and axe-handles

was

carrying | caucus,

the case before us.
By the charter of the Belfast aud Muosehead
Bake Railroad Company, (Private Laws of 18(17,
Chapter 1JS0, Section It*,) the city of Belfast is
authorized by a vote of two-thirds of its legal
voters present at any meeting duly called therefor, to subscribe for stock of that Company to
any amount not exceeding twenty per cent of
the amount of its valuation.
By an amendatory Act, (Private Laws of 18(18, Chapter (520,
Section 5,) the same city was authorized “by a
vote of three-fourths of the legal voters of said
city present, and voting at any meeting legally called therefor,” to subscribe for additional
stock to the amount of one hundred and llfty
thousand dollars. It will be observed that by
either of these Acts no conditions or limitations are attached to the right of Belfast to
subscribe for stock, except as to the amount
and the number of votes required.
Both of
these conditions have been complied with, and
'< is conceded that tie
Arts HO: V'itllill till1 I'.onslitutinn"! /ill'--1 or thi Isijislnturis
It necessarily
follows that the subscription for stock by tlie
city, is a contract within its “legal right and
power." The votes of the city to raise money,
r issue bonds, and the acts in
pursuance thereof complained of and sought to be enjoined,
were passed at legal meetings, and for the purThe “purpose"
pose of fulfilling this contract.
then is a legal and not an illegal one.
in the
Plaintiffs' bill there is no allegation asserting
the illegality ol the contract; nothing of the
iud is suggested in the arguments of counsel.
It is, however, suggested that there are certain conditions in the contract itself which have
not been complied with, and certain malfeasances or misfeasances, on the part of the corporation, by which the city is released front
the performance of its part of the contract.
This may all be true, aud yet it docs not follow that because there are illegalities on the
part of the corporation, the same, or any others,
exist on the part of the city.
It is tire alleged
wrong-doing of the city, and not ol the corporation, we are called upon to remedy. If the
tty lias a legal defence to their contract it is
at their option to make it.
The law makes it
the judge of its own interest in this respect.—
H havim/ been authorized to make the contract, it
■•ay insist upon such terms and conditions as its
interests may seem to require. If subsequently it
should appear to the city that its interests require a waiver of any of these terms or conditions not required by law, there is no
legal objection to that waiver. Lite Court has no power to interpose to control the
judgment or diseretiou of the city, when exercised within the
limits pn tcribed by law.
Besides, whether the conditions and terms
ol the contract have or have not been
complied believe that the good sense of the people
with by either party, involves questions of
ol the States, when this change comes to he
which
the
have
a
fact,
parties
right to submit
to a jury
a right, which the Statute dots
not an element in
our political
contests, will
contemplate shall be taken from them by this overturn the scheme and the
that adparty
and
the
which
or
summary process;
Courts,
any third party, have no power to interfere vocates it.
with.
8L far as tin proposed acts of tie
officers coint 'o'lied or ar<
concerned, the ease does not shear
Election of Hamlin.
that they an ‘•without authority,” but arc, supported
'■s the cotes or the city, b yully passed in
The long agony is over. The adherents of
reyard to
" matter
upon which tie bar has authorized the city Hamlin are triumphant, and the Morrillites are
to act.
Our conclusion therefore is, that the
cast into outer darkness.
Hamlin was able to
acts of the city, and the proposed acts of its
officers set out in the Plaintiffs’ bill, and sought cotrol events succeeding the caucus squabble
to be enjoined, are not such as art contemplat- to his advantage, despite all the efforts of the
ed in the Statute, aud not within the jurisdicparty of the other part. Morrill was obliged to
tion of this Court.
leave for Washington, but his adherents kept
Bill dismissed with costs.
up their boasting, while the cool and sagacious
1

a woman with a woodwho nevertheless pegs arcund to some
She lias cleared- 14 acres of oak
purpose.
growth, fenced it, built a house, besides mak-

leg,

ing baskets

the

item.,

elected in Delaware, Kenton, Rep.,
in New York, Schurz, Rep., in Missouri, and

Out in Michigan lives

en

Augusta, Jau. 18, 1809.
Dear Journal :—As the time for the Senaall other tests.
They can in uo wise blame torial ballot draws near, the crowds of pap
themselves for this. The contest was not of suckers and pap seekers begin to collect again.
their seeking, but one which they could not Saturday’s trains brought in the advance guard
avoid.

Besides

GENERALITIES.

nebec—Morrill’s Gibraltar—Senator Snell and
and its bonds be worthless—real estate
the up,
four Representatives have gone back on him,
Letter
from
Boston.
be
or
taxed
to
death—
sequestered
fathers of tiie country established as the may
and appended their autographs to a document
Correspondence of the Journal.
and gold pi ay be stolen, &c., &c. File fireat
j
goods
.Huiieal Feitiral. Tin. Ojteru. recommending the election of the “Big Injun
of
the
and
which
revolution,
crowning glory
The
n
i.keil Hear, anil Ilia Heath
The
lint a city, with no larger debt, pro rata
of tiie IVnobscots."
How much wampum or
Weather,
conducted the country in its career of prosto its valuation and future
than
what promises of official succotash brought
.Tan.
1S69.
Boston,
prospects
id,
so
as
it
was
and
reperity,
long
unchanged
After many mysterious allusions in all the this about is unknown, but Us effect was apours luis, furnishes in its bonds as
good an
spected. Foiled in the purpose of conferring
daily papers, to a igreat musical event which parent and a large sized Kennebec goose dropinvestment
as it is possible to have.
the precious boou of the elective franchise
was dimly hinted at as about to lie announced i ped Into the ashes.
This morning Morrill’.-,
Second. The length of time the investto astonish and electrify every body, the whole card appears withdrawing his name f rom the
upon all the degraded and ignorant races,
ment lias to continue is an important conIlls friends will now change their
far down in the scale of intellect, by the
affair has beeu divulged with the expected re- canvass.
tactics and trot out a new candidate—probably
sideration.
The options on our govern- sult of a
sensation.
The
mind
of
great
mighty
Gov. Chamberlain—with the hope of electing
steady determination of some of the northment bonds—that is the right of the author- P. S. Gilmore, who may justly be called the him
by drawing off some uf Hamlin’s supportern States,
they are seeking to effect a
ities to call them in at the end of five or sensational musician, has alone been capable ers, and with the aid of a few Democrats whose
change in the provisions of the Constitution
of conceiving such a.stupendous festival as this votes they expect, but can’t get.
ten years, as expressed on their face—are
As the game will open and, perhaps, close
of the United States, so as to allow a law
“peace celebration” will be. But he lias been before
is
to waste
certain to be enforced.
They will revolving the project for two or three years, ! time in you go to press, it butuseless
of Congress of universal application. The pretty
I’ll just venture
making prophesies,
then he replaced by other bonds, at lower and having made his plau.s, counted the cost, the
prediction that Hamlin will rake the board
Washington correspondent of tlm New
interest. So of investments in notes, mort- and received the approbation of some wise and that one of its natural sequences will be to
he
has
it
announced
with
much
radical,
judges,
make
Times,
the Belfast Custom House resemble
says—
appa- ;
The House judiciary committee have agreed gages, bank stock, &c. They are constant- rent safety, anil it is pronounced a probable certain place mentioned in Scripture, “Where
Letters
from
success.
the
musical
moth
nor
directory,
Uust doth not corrupt,” although l
to report a bit! enacting universal
[negro] suf- ly disturbed, and calling for the care of the and authorities of Boston and
elsewhere, and wouldn’t want to insure it against thievi s
frage in util the States, to this extent, namely:
in making new investments. The from other influential business men, encourage
For Presidential electors, representatives in owner,
breaking through, as the temptation may I t
him to
out his design, and offer their as- I
greater than some of the hungry “rats” can
Congress, and members of the State Legisla- bonds offered by the city cannot be called sistancecarry
in terms of cordial sincerity, which withstand.
tures.
A majority of the committee hold that
in sooner than thirty years, unless by con- must reassure the adventurous musician, whose
A member from Aroostook, Mr. Teague, has
the exercise of this power to this extent is
heart
not unreasonably occasionally quail
opened the ball in favor of female suffrage. 1'
entirely constitutional”—especially under the sent of the holder. This is always regard- at the may
gigantic nature of the task he has un- ought to receive the cordial support of eve y
i-U/t amendment."
ed as a great advantage, especially to per- dertaken. He truly says that it will far surThe bill will contain provisions for its enrepublican. They are in one sense already
pass anything of the kind the world has ever
to ir, by
forcement by penalties for its violation. The sons unacquainted with the
having elected so many old
making of se- seen or heard. For at the great Birmingham committedto office.
committee are understood lo agree tiiat they
grannies
cure investments.
Festival last year, which was as flue as any
iiLiiu VJL‘
i.l:!:
‘Ml
cannot prescribe by statute tiie qualifications
pvciuuu ui viu».
could give, the orchestra numbered but tal
for electors for purely State officers.
Third. The rate of iuterest.
punishment elicits considerable outside d sIt is one Europe
Legislalive hundred and tile chorus fifteen hundred,— cussion
tures are Included, because they elect United
From what I can
among members.
of the simplest rules in money matters, a while this is to consist of one thousand instru- learn there
seems to be i>ut little doubt as to
States Senators.
They have also agreed to rements and twenty thousand voices, The grand
the abolition of the death penal'v.
lu the
port a Constitutional amendment embodying I financial truth that no one will dispute, that
oratorio choruses with such rendering would mauls of the
the whole question of universal suffrage, to be
“great moral idea" men there
rates
of
be
interest
and
something
but
the
idea
of
our
nahigh
sublime,
poor security
seems to be a necessity tor its repeal now that
submitted to the States for ratification.
tional anthem sung by such a choir, with iusiru- never before existed,
ft was well enough to
The reasons adduced for proposing both the generally go logether.
Those who would
luciins. uuwis, nuns
:uj.i
an
at
uiiuiery,
going
white men who had not been cart fu!
bill and the amendment, are, that at present,
make long investments, with ample aud once as au accompaniment, makes one fear the string upabout other
with more than ”5 States that will ratify it;
folks lives, but to plat e a
enough
effect of such a
racket” of melody upon the
but with [negro] suffrage for President, and undoubted
hempen reconstruction upon that sweet scentsecurity, must be couteut with ears of the multitude. The volume
of
sound
ed
members of Congress exalted by law (?) anil
verbena, “poor Clifton Harris," must not beless rates.
The rate of interest in the Bel- would be so immense that it might almost bo
once exercised, tiieprejudiet to it will t/tve
thought of for a moment. Such treatment
way, !
to penetrate beyond the
supposed
barrier
would
not be showing proper respect to our
rocky
and it will act as an iadueemt tit lor the ratificalas! City Bonds is fixed at six
per cent. which separates rs from the
i’acitle, and echo fellow citizens of African descent, it's tree he
tion of the amendment. The matter will be \
But the Bonds are offered at ninety per among the. snow clad peaks of California. The murdered a
couple of defenceless old wo'neu,
ably discussed in both Houses.
ccut—which will make the interest on the subscription price of tickets for (lie whole, tried to swear away another man's life, ami
I ins is an assault
upon another of those I
admitting three persons, has been fixed at one "as guilty of other uaineless crimes, but someactual investment come pretty well up to hundred dollars, and the list has been headed
thing must be pardoned to the Spirit oi Libergreat compromises effected by the framers
Mrs. Ilamsou Gray Otis, who is always
seven percent.
ty. Besides, it’s necessary that “John Brawn's
The Bonds of the city of by
of the Constitution, and which have so
ready to lend her aid ami inil.ieiico in any soui should keep marching on." Huugiug a
which are no better or safer than worthy cause. The idea of the festival,—to “kullud
pusson” in Maine might operate as
well stood the test of time and experience. Bangor,
celebrate the establishment of peace; and the lack of
to say the least, are selling at
sponduiix did on Weston, and bring a
ours,
ninetyuse
to which the proceeds are to lie appropriA little thought will convince any candid
great pedestrian to an untimely end. It is suglive, as last as they can be put in the ated,—the relief of widows and orphans of gested that the unconditional
pardon of Harris
man of the absurd
tangle of contradictious market.
soldiers, commends itself at once to every pa- would lubricate the walking gear of the aforetriotic
and absurdities into which this would lead.
heart, even if wo area little incredulous said soul so that spiritual minded Bad: might
Fourth. As to the convenience of col- about its success, or cun hardly repress a smile see a
“spook” striking a 2.40 gait.
If this plan does not die of its own most
at the tremendous and unheard of scale
upon
Senator Sprague, tiie owner of this borough,
Holders of government bonds are
lecting.
winch
the
affair
is
conducted.
and Mrs. Kate Chase Sprague, are here spendapparent folly, hut is permitted to go into
sometimes bothered in collecting the. interWe are enjoying a season of Opera at last,
ing a tew days.
Lp \N 1 lilt' cook.
effect, we shall behold two separate and
after
The
old
and
well known
long waiting.
est.
There is no place nearer than Boston
and loved German and Italian operas are more
distinct class of voters at the same polls,
where this can be done.
Coupons sent by than welcome after the feverish excitement ol
Matters at Washington.
with two class oi ballots, one for Congresmail are liable to be lost. Expresses charge of tile French school of music, and come back
to us with their lovely haunting melodies, like
The Constitutional Convention of Texas, now
sional and Legislative officers and another
high rates for collecting. Individuals who a cool fresh breeze, bearing on its wings well in session at Austin has been engaged in a bitfor State, county and town officers.
The
remembered airs and sounds. The orchestra ter contest over the question of dividing the
buy
coupons here generally demand a is rather weak and
unsatisfactory, but we have State. Those opposing the division lowever.
plan actually proposes, by the action of a
heavy shave. So that, in one way or ano- some line singers, at the head of whom of are likely to come oil conquerors through the
of
the
to
the
ConSlate.-,
portion
course stands preeminent Signor
change
Briguoli, the direct interference of Geu. Grant, who has adther, seldom more than seven per cent is •‘divine
tenor,” whom we can well'afford to j dressed a letter 10 Geu. Cauby, instructing him
stitutions of other States, in respect to the
realized on a five per cent gold bearing forgive for his stiff tame acting and ungracious j to notify the Convention that it had assembled
rule of suffrage for their own citizens.
and for ins growing obesity, while under the provision of the Ueconstriu Lion laws
bond. The interest on the Belfast City demeanor,
he charms u.s witli such delicious notes as no l to frame a Constitution for the State, aot to diAnd if they may enfranchise non-voters,
Bonds is payable semi-annually in Belfast, other tenor can surpass, lie is m better voice j vide it. Gen Grant remarked that In
thought
why may they not disfranchise present Portland or Boston. There
this winter than ever, ami particular!;' success- oue Texas was amply sufficient to have on
are sixty couful
in
his
in
old
hand
for
the
his
rule in the
voters? Who can tell where this absurdity
Trova- !
singing
present, and from reports he might
pons on each bond, to be cut, off and pre- tore. which lie lias made so entirely his own well doubt if that oue was prepared for civil
will stop?
It is just as wrong for the repthat without lain, it would l)e like the play of government.
sented as the interest falls due.
Hence
Hamlet with the part of Hamlet left out. Verresentatives in Congress of Pennsylvania,
In the House the bill to give twelve millions
there oau he no trouble, delay or risk in di's Miserere” is too well known to be de- [
Ohio and Wisconsin to undertake to reguscribed, but no one cun entirely appreciate it, of dollars l'or a ship canal round the Falls oi
their collection.
who has not. heard Briguoli sing the tender sad Niagara met with a reference and virtual delate the right of voting in Connecticut—to
From these facts it will he seen that the farewell—Aon tirrardur di nu—10 Leonora from feat.
Ex-Congressmen itiee of Maine, and
whom
of
her
citizens
shall
vote—as
it
say
his prison while the nuns chant in solemn j Marstou of New Hampshire were I efore the
loan
offers
that
not
are
opportunities
chorus the miserere, ami the bell strikes the ! House Military Committee to-day, urging, on
would he to send thither certain of their city
excelled to lay by something for a time of fatal hour of separation and death. Brignoli’s behalf of the North Eastern Boundary Railown citizens, with the right to vote.
ugliness” of disposition, his indifference to ! road project an acceptance of claims made
need.
The bonds may he had of tiny sum,
This scheme will meet with the most deapplause, and above all his refusal to pick up j over to the road by Maine and Massachusetts
from one hundred to a thou- bouquets thrown by the fair hand of some en- ! under the Vshburton treaty. The pe iding bill
cided opposition in California, Oregon and by hundreds,
claims to be one for the protection of the North
sand.
Mr. Thorndike, City Treasurer, thusiastic lady, have become as well known as ; Eastern Bo
ills voice, but it is said that his reason for
all the Pacific region, tor it would admit to
ludary
ig- !
or W. T. Colburn, will he
happy to accom- uoriug the floral offerings is that being aware
the polls the Chinese caricatures on manAlthough the receipts from Customs uud inof his awkwardness, lie is unwilling to dismodate all who may call for them.
j erual Revenue have been quite heavy this
kind, and all the hideous types of humanity
play it any more than is absolutely necessary, j
the next, statement of the public debt,
a sentiment which makes his offence much i month,
that there abound. A law cannot he framto be issued about the first of
February, will
more light.
His salary is two thousand dol-1
The Railroad Decision.
show a heavy increase, as there was about
ed so as to admit negroes universally, anil
lars a month in gold, in advance, and that he !
We trust that every one interested in the insists
§21),000,000 in coin taken from the vaults of
upon having before lm will utter a half ! the
not admit these, and ought not to be.
We
Treasury on the llrst inst. to pay tlie semi-

vote.

list of the

of the railroad to exult over their victory, or
to say or do
unseemly in the premises.

city—which really never
question—lias beeu settled beyond the which has resulted from this strife. It has inshadow of a doubt by the tribunal of last terrupted kind
feelings and disturbed, temporresort, the attention of persons having arily it is hoped, friendships which have stood

18C9.
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that it cannot be sustained unless it comes
within the provisions of the Act of IStH, Chapter 23!L llul
uh., v. Cushman <£• als., 6th Metcalf, 425.
It therefore becomes necessary to ascertain
die true intent and meaning of that Statute.
So far as it lias any hearing upon the question
before us, it is in the following words : “When
*
»
» votes
to pledge its credit, otany city,
to raise by taxation, or to pay from its treasury, any money, for any purpose other than
that for which it has the legal right and power,
or any
agent or office* thereof attempts to pay
*
*
*
out the money of such
without aucity,
thority, the Supreme Judicial Court may, upon
the suit or petition of not less than ten taxable
inhabitants thereof, briefly setting forth the
cause of complaint, hear and determine the
same iu equity.”
Tliis language appears to be
dear and tree from ambiguity. There are two
cases, and only two, where the Court is authorized to interpose: when the city or town attempts to raise or pay money, or pledge its
redit for a “purp ose" not authorized bv law,
and when any “aaent or ollicer thereof attempts
to pay out the money of such city or town
without authority." There are no words iu
the Statute, indicating ’n the slightest degree
an intention on the part of the
Legislature to
require or to authorize the. Court to interpose
with towns, so ion” as they keep within their
legitimate sphere and make such contracts as !
the law authorises, and raise money, or loan i
their credit for tlie “purpose" i carrying out
such contract, whether in so doing they act
with prudence and wisdom, or otherwise. The
purpose, the object to lie accomplished is
the test by which we are to judge of the right
oi the Court to interfere, and not the results
ol that “purpose" when accomplished, nor the
ways ami means by which it is to be accomplished. It is not a matter of inquiry with the
'ourt whether the town may, or may not have
a good defence in law to
an action brought
against it, founded upon the subject matter in
regard to which complaint is made. 11 the
money to be raised is voted in good faith to
pay any liability or contract within the contemplation of law, this process will not lie, but the
town will lie left to its legal remedies and defences.
It a town were thus to vote money to pay a
ontraet for ilio repair of highways, or to pay
damages arising from an alleged defect iu its
ways, it would hardly lie contended that in a
process of this kind, the Court, would or could
Inquire whether there was iu either case a good
cause for action against the town, or grant the
injunction if there were not. The subject matter being within the legal rights and obligations of towns and their oil eers, they must be
left free to act as their inti rests may require,
according to their judgment, under their legal
liabilities and the sanction of their oaths.
So
too, when the allegation is that the.agent or
officer is about to pay out money without authority, the only inquiry which the Court can
properly make is, whether the “purpose” for
which the money is to he paid is within the
legal sphere of the town, and the officer has
been duly authorized by law, or by the proper

The Belfast City Bonds.
Now that the question of the legality of
the bonds of this
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DaNtokth, .7. This is a hill iu equity askiug an injunction against the city of Belfast
and certain of its officers in
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Opinion of tllo Court.

the

ground,
transpiring.

Peuobseots camped

with an

observing

After the Caucus there was

eye

down
on

on

matters

a profuse breakof personal explanations in the columns of the Court Journal.
Mars Hill performed the Japanese liarl kari, and let out the

ing

out

railroad now

city to a conRoad, will give a care
ful reading to the opinion of the Justices of
the Supreme Court, which we publish in full
to-day. It overthrows the hopes of the men
who were laboring to enffiarrass the enterprise,
and completely vindicates the course of those
who have the work in hand. All the charges
of unc.onstitutionality, illegality and bad faith,
are scattered to the winds,
by the solemn and
binding decision of the high and honorable tribuilding

from this

nection with the Central

bunal to which appeal was made.
We call attention particularly to the italicised portions of the opinion. They bear direct-

ly’ upon the main points at issue, and are so
plainly stated that no one can misapprehend
them.
Much lms been said about the constitutional question involved. Those who feel interest in this particular are referred to the lan-

decision,

guage of the

that portion of it
which says—“ It is conceded that the acts are
within the constitutional power of the Legislature.”
tiie

city

As

a

or

matter of fact, the counsel for
prepared to ar-

and corporation were

the constitutional question, and had found
complication o! bowels. Speak- gue
the case in their favor, beyond a doubt.
Hut
-Mr.
explained,
hang explained,
als., for a charter for a railroad from Pittslield and then explained his explanation—Mr. Gil- they wore spared the pains, for the plaintiffs
Petition of Nato St. Albans via. llartland.
the position as untenable—
bert explained for himself, and likewise for Mr. counsel abandoned
than B. Sargent el els., of Montville, for diand hence Hie language of the court that the
Petition of the County Commissioners Kempton, whom lie accused of bad faith, and
vorce.
constitutionality of .the act is conceded. Someof Waldo Co., for increase of pay ; of Matthias Mr. Whidden explained.
The Court Joui n il,
has been said of an appeal to the SuA. Culluan for reimbursement for aid to a solthing
iierce for Morrill at lirst, faltered towards the
dier. Petition of John I. True and .'15 others,
preme Court of the United States. This would
and
tendered
its
columns
to
both
sides
to prohibit the catching of porgics with seines close,
meet with no better success.
It is within our
In the waters of the State; of Daniel G. Means to light it out. At this juncture the alarmed
^ knowledge that a prominent man in another
Bill an Morrill hurried back from
and 59 others, for the same purpose.
But
Washington.
of Maine, who wished to test the same
act to incorporate the Knox trotting Park; of
He had been stubbed to death j city
it was too late.
Albert Smith et als., citizens of Jonesboro’,
question in that Court, employed one of the
>f
Five
his
his
friends.
adherents,
suppose.I
for an act regulating the rights of fishing on by
ablest legal gentleman of Maine to look up the
Chandler’s river ; of J. E. Cothereil et als., cit- from his own county, conspired lor ids death,
After thorough investigation, that
matter.
izens of Columbia Falls and Addison, for an
run
him
with
a
and on Saturday
through
pubact prohibiting mill owners and others at Coinformed his client that there was
gentleman
lumbia Falls from throwing the waste of tueir lished card, declaring for Hamlin. Covering no chance to prevail, and the
contemplated suit
mills into the river; of lieury M. Clark, of the his face with his mantle, lie fell at the foot, of
was abandoned.
town of Tremont, lor leave to extend his wharf
l’ompey's statue (colored) and gave up the
We don’t sec liovv these petitioners can move
into title waters; of same for an act to incorIt it is supposed that Representaghost.
indeed their own complaint
another inch,
porate the Tremont and Ellsworth Telegraph
Co.; of Charles Otis et als., voters of Hancock tive Rust, of Belfast, will play the part of Marc subscribed and sworn to, says that they made
county, for a law regulating the right of mill Antony, deliver an oration over the dead body
application for the injunction because “your
of Isaac Carver et of the
owners on small streams;
defunct, show his perforated mantle, and orators are remediless in the
premises accordals., of the town of Searsport, asking for a take occasion
to exhibit his own wounds, the
charter for a Savings Bank, to be located at
to the strict rules of the common law, and
ing
Searsport. Petition of legal voters of town of most serious of which is In the pocket-book. can only have relief in a Court of Equity.”
Those who have Lears, prepare to shed them j
Ellsworth, for Incorporation oi said town into
And now that the Court of Equity lias declared
and 19 others of now.”
a city; of Win. E. Hodgkins
tliat they can have uo relief there, it would
of
au
act
of
1808
relatHancock, for the repeal
On Tuesday, Hamlin was elected in joint
seem that “your orators” are completely fenced
ing to trawl fishing in the waters of Frenchman’s Bay; of Chas. F. Clement and 44 als. of ballot, receiving 147 votes, to ii'J for Gould, 1 in.
for Morrill, and 1 for Chamberlaiu
Mt. Desert, for same purpose.
There is uo desire on the part of the ti lends
most curious

er

Drummond

Live stock insurance

is

failure, and tin-

a

Congress is considering a bill to legalize
closing up.
contracts payable in gold, and a resolution
The Bangor Whig is mistaken in
saying that against further grants of land or bonds to railthe Democrats of the Legislature held
a bedroads.
room caucus" at Augusta.
Those gatherings
1 ho attention of yachtsmen and others is
were inaugurated by 1-iidei Kalloch, and his
called to the yacht •■Atalantu," now lying at
party have the exclusive right.
1’ier IT, Past. River. This beautiful little vessel
Th<- insurance received by the sufferers by was built at W -oasset. Me., by Capt. R. li.
Tucker.
She
it an improved model, all holi the recent tire in Bangor is about $150,000.
low Inti's, eon.- meted by Mr. Given of WisButler and Kilpatrick are having a ncvvspa- e.as-ot
She is sixty feet long, eighteen feet
l per light.
The latter is anxious to change his
wi le, and
vi
ot deep, and measures sevencompanies

are

.-i

ty tons old iiuM-uretiienl; is constructed enof white oak, coppered und copper-fastirely
The parting of a fisherman with It is intended
tened, all iron work galvanized: not a particle
Is thus touchingly set forth
of pitch, paint or putty was used in tier construction.
I'll marry you when 1 come buck,
t'apt. Tucker, the owner, is on
.My Sally Ann,'' said lie;
hoard and would be pleased to show his vesAiul then lie took a little smack.
sel
to gentlemen interested in marine archi
And went away to sen.
lecture previous to sailing for Charleston the
A woman may be of great assistance to her -1st.
New York Journal of Commerce.
husband in business by wearing a cheerful
smile continually on her countenance.
We an indebted to Hon. P. K. O'Brien, of
| Kxchange.
the Senate, for valnao'e public dot umeuts, for

l name to Kill-Butler.

—

Yes

dress

-and

on

goods

her person the most

at low

prices.

becoming

Simonton Bros.

,x

Co. keep tile latter.

Gloucester.

from

Thu

sea comes

tishiug

to

schooner

Forest Belie, foundered at sea on her lirst

trip

The captain and a picked crew of twelve men
are lost.
Five women are widows, and manv
children fatherless.

How little we know, who

sale and comfortable ashore, of the sufferings of sailors and fishermen on this wintry
are

coast
A Fn-m:h astrouoi.
canic

r

eruption in the

running

seen

thinks lie can see a vol-

lly

and by we
that the man in the moon can be

shall be told

which lie lue- our thanks.
The

moon.

away from the

“burning lather.
Legislature,

Tin; porgy war has begun in th
by petitions and remonstrances.

out, and the other will die.
in Genesee

girl, for

ready

County,

a man setting out on ids
arrested at the suit of another

was

••

of promise.

W es

An American manufacturer has received an
order from the Prussian governmem to manufacture c-iu:,"ii. amounting in cost to about.

$:s,o:.)0,ooo.
Prof. Loomis say- he
us'
of wires, and

can

telegraph

wants

without

Congressional

help.
On oue day, boston led 3170 persons on soup.
A man who was convicted of murder and
sentenced lor life, in iscg, to the State prison
in Michigan, has just been pardoned out, the
fact having been satisfactorily proved that tie
was Innocent of the murder,
ilis strong resemblance to the real murderer was tile cause
of his arrest and conviction.

The

deposit

ol

file Boston Police Court lias been
settle

light

The first locomotive ever used in New England is running on the Portland and Kennebec
Railroad,
it was built in Liverpool.
Iron is made In plates varying from fifteen
incites to tile oue forty-eight hundredth partol
an inch.

Rochester,

N. V., while a fair was being
held, tile floor of the hall gave way, throwing
330 men, women and children in a heap to tin;
floor below,
six persons were killed or trampled to

death,

and many others

a

trying

to

in which two women got. into a
r tlie grave of a relative- eaeii claim-

case

ov

ing the exclusive right, to take
A New Bedford whaler

care

of it.

recently

found §g0,in a whale
It is used

000 worth of

ambergris
making perfumery.
A Colored Convention, in session at Washington. calls on Grant to appoint colored men
to oltiee, and lie consistent.
Of course.
Why
in

III New York

party

cream.

injured.

Thieves lately stole the ca-'pot from a rural
church near Cincinnati, and when it was new
ly carpeted brought back the old and stole the
new oue.

a

large

ami fashionable dinner

atta ked iiy tramps and purging in
of poisonous coloring in the ice

was

jConseqneuce

They

hud

a

lively time for

a

while,

but all recovered.
A

preacher

created

Winstcd, Conn., recently
by preaching against
prostitution, ami charging some ol
in

sensation

a

houses of
his hear,

rs

with visiting th.-m.

The Demopi: vrn: Vi.m.vx.vp for ISO, by Van
Everie. it.>r*..11
Co., Nov York, is out. It
contains, besides the usual calendar, the laws
of the loth Congress, Statement of the Debt,
the Parly Platforms, Aiunestv Proclamations,

Inipcachmen1 Trial, K!•
Government office, and
valuable matter.

i

■'

a

>11
returns, List of
great deal of other

Price ‘-‘0 cents per copy.

Senator Morton lias introduced a bill to give
Mrs. Lincoln a pension.
If cither of them was
wise, that matter would not he broached.

guano at the Chiucha Islands
li put much money in the pock-

is about gone,
ets ol Maine shipowners while it lasted.

in

olllce is unfortu-

of the editors was

one

per.

ills bride got

to go jail with him—hut bail was found.

the

long since

not

Xorridgewock. two men were injured
blasting rocks. (Inc had his eyes blown

bridal tour

IN it

flogged by a man. another imprisoned, and now
the local reporter has had his face clawed
by a
woman—all because of things said in the pa-

Near
while

Springfield Republican

nate.

One of those sad stories of the
us

j

They have found a tin mine over at Winslow.
The Liquor Commissioners of this State a
highly important ..dicin' announces that the
sales lor the year amount t., sifw.000 under the
Maine law. There i- a curious
mingling of
rum ami true religion” In the tenets of radicalism.
California prom ises to furnish

tigs,

us

with dried

raisins

and prunes, superior to the lrn
ported articles.
W orkincn
cutting ice in Chicago the other
day wen- horrified to find that they had completely severed the head from the body of a
human being, whose remains were
imbedded
in the ice.

Driic;on

internal Pr

ice and
Supporter, tor
which we have examined,
apP'-ai -. in 1 r a valuable Invention for
remedying
a frequent and
very great nuisance to house-

sagging

s

died-

A correspondent informs us that Mrs. Betsy
Morton, awakened in the night by a distressing
squall from her old gander, found him engaged keepers. The invention is simple, cheap, eiin mortal combat with a large night owl.
She
feetive, amt i- highly recommended, by those
seized tin- marauder by the neck, when he turn- who have used it.
1.. ii. Orbeton, of Rocked upon her and buried his talons to the bone
land, has rights for sale, and will be
note.
in
glad to
her
arm.
in
tills
she
dilemma
screamed for
annual iuleies. on idle live-twenty bonds and
J. o go oacK to our operatic stars, we have
hear from the-, desiring to take an Interest
tlie bonds of 1881. The expenses of the Gov- help, when her sou came to the rescue, and bealso La Grange, an old favorite and habilar of
tween them both they soon dispatched ills owlernment during the month will
Tin' Springiield Republican don't like Mr.
probably reacn
the lyric boards, who loses with advancing
il, proved to be a huge monster, iiis
and tiie receipts about §27,doo,o0i'. ship
§1:
,000,000,
ami says that ids election will be the
years her intense power, but is still effective in or
Hamlin,
from
to
measuring
tip
lip nearly live
§10,000,000 over tlie expenditure; but the wings
the parts which suit iter best, Ami there is a
feed.
of "dirty shirt
j
[Portland
Trnnscripi.
triumph
amount
on
the
llrst
inst.
large
required
i
demagoguelsm''
puy
charming Soprano, Miss Agatha States not yet I the interest causes a
a
neat
increase
of
when Used inside the
the
deb
heavy
phrast1
who
t,
a united Stales)
adds to a very pleasing i
il.vunis m nr: 11.vni!i:i).
VVe learn, from reparty.
aud it will probably lie two or throe months hi
voice and manner, a really pretty and quite !
We tried to say last week that vessels draw
fore the debt is reduced to tlie amount it was liable authority, llnit Governor Chamberlain
youthful and graceful figure, which makes her ou the 1st of
has again issued ills warrant lor the execution j lug 2i
feet of water were apt to touch the
January, $2,5+0,707,201 25.
a
general favorite. But why, we cry, as we !
of
Harris, the Auburn murderer, lie will be Middle Ground in Portland. The types made
feminine
chorus,—the lady •‘stipes”
survey the
The committee ou coins have decided and
who flock in in every opera as peasants or will next week
hanged m the prison yard at Thomaston, on ] it.it;' Probably the latter depth will not be
report in favor of
new
waiting maids or some equally eut.ertaiuing coin of nickel and copper in placeadopting
required, unless t.lie Ark that is building there
of tlie pres- Friday, the 1 xJLit ul February.
characters, why all these always go hideously ent one, two, three aud live cent pieces; tilshall equal Noah's.
at
their
all
that
seems
a
In
Hi.manners of the radicals ;
singing
ugly
dreary Ucw com lo tie severally of the denominations
observing
Gen. Craig who called Iiutler a
farce, and their little attempts at coquetry real- of one, three aud live cents. The devices os towards each other during tile Senatorial conscoundrel,
to
the
N'o
diri v dog, ete
:
is in
ly melancholy
spellings:’
satisfactory the proposed new coin are the same oil each test, we notice lliat the
! liar,
Washington a waitin''
at Maeliias is
1

reason lias ever been given, and they continue
piece, the only di relice between the several
to trip in, clad in antiquated stage raiment, denominations
being the numerals, size and
some tail and lean, others unfortunately
roweight.
bustious,” otliers with large lent and noses, and ]
all looking as if no music ever stirred their 1
The President transmitted to tlie Senate on
souls.
Beauty is but skill deep,” so our intlie three treaties and protocols confant lips were taught to lisp, and this is a con- j Friday
cluded between the United States and Great
soling inflection in real life, but ill this artific- Britain which were indicated
in Ids annual
ial world, with our ears drinking in the sweetmessage, namely, 1st. a protocol hilly recogest melodies, our
eyes also crave only beautinizing tiie naturalization laws of the United
ful objects upon which to rest.
States and abolishing tiie legal principle hereAt the evening performances, those who sit
tofore maintained in Great Britain of the inwithin the aristocratic sphere of the Parquet,
defensibility of native allegiance; 2'l. a treaty
go generally in full dress, that is to say the
to the boundary
dispute about tlie
ladies adorned with white opera cloaks and referring
island of Sun Juan, on the l'.icitlr
coast, to the
gloves, lace bonnets, or what Is nearly the same
Republic of Switzerland 3d, a treaty for the
tiling, no bonnets, with “most resplendent adjustment of all
claims, including the- \lal>ahair" and other Ingredients to a “gorgeous arma claims, by commission to sit at
Washingray;" and the gentlemen’s more sober garb ton with
stipulations to refer when necessary
brightened by gloves of brilliant hue or cravats individual claims to the head of a
nafriendly
marvelous in color and execution. The whole
tion.
effect is extremely gay, anil may not unnaturally inspire the singers with an added enthusi-

j

There is one sad but final chapter to be addto those 1 have already issued upon the
j
subject of Boston’s adopted citizen, lue bear, j
He became strangely rebellious and unmanageable, in short he was “oil the rampage" as
Joe Gargery used to remark of his amiable
So lie was expelled !
wife, most of the time.
from the deer park, from the society of his
gentle companions and the attentions id the
admiring crowd, and returned to Iris former!
owner, with the hope that this mortification i
would tame his savage nature into its former
softness. But as the reverse proved to be the !
case, the decree went forth that he must die.
So he perished, a sacrifice to ills own
ernable temper, and his lifeless form now hangs
ignominiously in a South End butcher’s shop,
an awful warning to all to “hear and forbear.
We are having fine weather, with clean dry
sidewalks, streets u< al ly devoid of ice, blue
skies, and tire Charles River clear and calm as
if winter were only celebrated by the Esquiinauxaud other hyperborean fellow beings who
cluster about the North Pole.

\

tiugov-1
j

dike-

A broach of promise ease in Cleveland Involves a girl of sixty and a
gay youth oi 70.
Damage 85000.

English medical men say
and Lug to lie separated.

$111).50.

Boyle.

John Crockett vs. Sr rati Snow.
Suit lor vvaof minor sou,
working on alarm. Verdict
for plaintiff, $18.
McUellan.

Vose.

l'.mily

A. \\

hlluey

vs.

for wages as housemaid.

Dorothy Shaw.

Suit

Verdict for plaintiff,
$53.75. McUellan. Abbot and
Fogler.
Chillies Bradstreet, iu
review, vs. Alvali
Sherman.
Action Lo determine which
party
hull suiter tlie loss by a $5d
counterfeit greenback.
On triu|.
«

Chang

tlie promised

all from It

(

F

p,

One of the wings of the P S.
Military Asylum, near Augusta, has been tlnished and is

1 liit W hum. op Foin uni:.
A few years ago
a clerk was
discharged, rather unceremoniousfrom
the
ly,
employ of a merchant doing a
large business in the city of Boston.
Yesterday loreuoim the ex-merchant called on ills
tormer clerk, who is now
doing a prosperous
business, and begged a small sum to pay for

something

!

to cat

[Boston Sunday Courier.

The Kennebec Journal is
greatly disturbed
by the appearance of a dead horse on the ice
back of that otlice.

It don't admire the looks

of it—so much like the unfortunate country,
ridden to death
A little

girl

by

radicalism.

in New

Jersey

died from

eating

colored candy.
Wendell Phillips don't like Grant, because he
Wendell can talk enough for both

won't talk.
in

quantity,

—

not in

ease of Daniel Dechert, edi
tor and proprietor of the Hagerstown
tMaryland) Mail, gave him a verdict against the
Hagerstown corporation for 87..'.On, damages,
for allowing ids office types, Ac., to lie
destroyed by a mob in 1S02, and
driving him out of
town as a secessionist.
Other eases of a siml-

character

ar

quality.

The President will pardon Dr. Mudd.

pending.
Portland, Bangor and Much ias Steam
Company held its annual meeting at Portare

The
boat

land Inst week
was

the

hung himself at Harrington,
Wednesday night.
Samuel Hunnenun, builder of the celebrated
lire engines, is dead.

Abbot.

ges

it will kill

Melville Nash

by gel.Uic'
Verdict for plalntilU

drift.

lie “impudent manners of the South-

A correspondent of tile Lewiston Journal
says the Maine Central it U. Co. have just put
on their road a tlrst class
passenger engine. It
is named for the pres idem of the road, U. Li.
I ><i 1111.

Hanley.

snow

:

Portland i

impudent.

S. Rich vs. Inhabitants of ThornAction for damage lo horse

hurt in a

Press of

organ
mid accuses tile

plantation.” If this means the reconstruct- j now occupied.
ill, loyal plantations, it must lie pretty d
-d
The jury in the

Sitrkmk Jcdioui. Court.
Dickerson, ,1.,
Presidin'! i.
Charles MeKenuey vs. diaries C. Skinner.
Action lor damage to le"
by collision. Verdict for plaintiff, $+1).
McUellan.

Raymond

feeling discordant,
ern

Court Record.

asm.

ed

i

The old

re-elected, and

following
ensuing year-Jonas II Perley

William

Treasurer.

Ross

—General Agent.
was

hoard of directors

the

\

chosen for

President.
Cyrus Sturdivant

dividend of six per cent

declared.

to the Oxford Democrat, a shadtree cast in the moonlight across a
watering trough a few nights ago, got frozen
down and was plain to be seen the next morn-

According
of

ow

a

ing.
We iltid the

above

in

an

exchange.

The

freaks of the frost are sometimes very curious.
We once saw where a lace collar, suspended
close to the window of a dry goods store, had
been exactly re-produced, in all its delicate

tracery, by the frost work on the window
The plate glass in Colburn’s store, under our
(lice, in very cold weather, always shows the
most beautiful broad-leaved tropical foliage.
One of the panes, which lias been broken and
replaced by thinner glass, shows no such effect.
Tli,i thermometer at
20

deg. below
A

zero,

Farmington, dropped
Monday morning.

to

of Mr. li. I.. Chase of Gardiner fell
a trap door in that city
last Monday,
and died soon after.
son

through

job office, which iia>
:
<.•!.!•• weeksuspended in it- operai'.. want of a workman, is now again iu
u< nr b*i\ Tl» >-e who <1 -ire work neatly
it-..,, liti-'usiy.i in •. are iiivited to give us a
ripthui, fr-»tn n isitliiLT card
\-y

tj

<Un*

ikiMiN'i.

;

WHO

h»st«\ PRonrcc rirket.
Monday, Jan. IS, 18fi>9.
Bur er. W note sales cl 40 packages New York dai*
do 40 a 47c per lb. We quote common
at 15 a 4*',o;
Western at 30 a 33c; choice Canada at 1" a 42c ; common
New York and Vermont dairies 33 a 41c; extra straight

Local Items, &c.

(SAITS so r

to say that the SONOMA WINK
not tiie most popular Bitter before the
American people ? Look at the immense sale the article
lias, and then deny it if you can. C. A. MICHAUDS &
CO., to Washington street, Boston.
Who

January 1st 1868.

REMOVAL, NO. 1.

PUTNAM FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY.

H. J. LOCKE,

pretends

now
BITTERS are

HARTFORD CONN.

Simonton

Watchmaker and Jeweller,

d.drh s 12 a He: fine lull Butter at 45 a 4so per lb.
Has removed to No. 05. Haiti Street, where will be
To Teel Just Slight.
Chpe-i:. We quote common New York and Vermont
v.
found a good stock of goods.
dairies at lor ; line dairy 20c, and fine factory at 21c per lb.
I'se the SONOMA WINK BITTERS, made only by C.
1
Watches, Clocks, ana Jewelrv, repaired and warranted.
E<
'.
Package sales are made at 39c per doz. Limed A. RICHARDS & CO., t"J Washington street, Boston.
II. J. LOCKE.
eggs are not wanted.
3w26
ASSETS.
Belfast, Jan. 5, 1S(39.
Eresii Meats. Wc note sales of two carloads of hogs
DIRECT 1ROM LONDON DOC K.
1 carload,
MORTGAGES.
in poor order, average weight 240 lbs, at 14.
John & Robert Duuster, ol London, export their fine
14
1
at
l-2e;
carload, average
average weigh: 252 ibs,
n ti
>i
old
to this country, and it is undoubtedly the very First lien on unincumbered Real Estate,
#50,500.00
weight 2>0 Ids, at 14 l-2e per lb, Wo quote Country Mut- bestGin
BONDS.
Gin you can buy. Sold in large bottles by grocers
ton and Lamb at 3 a 5c per lb tor inferior carcasses, and
a
fi--!d,
<
across
’•»
slip*
11'
run
and
A.
&
09
'',
C.
RICHARDS
mug
CO.,
druggists.
\.aged
7 a'.»c for good.
U. 8. Five-Twenties o! 1502,
Brighton dressed arc selling 1 a 2c per
$34,299.00
-i i;Iiwr.sibility and parlb higher. Chicago Beef at .$ a 12c: Country d at 2 a 13, ton street, Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House
-:i
lStki,
11,415.00
|
13 a 13c in America.
and
ml
Sixes
of
0
lor
do
at
a
12c
under
1851,
Brighton
w
.31,025.00
lore-quartwhose,
i.
iii,nr...
railed,
i •.
POST OFFICE ADDRESS, ROCKPORT, ME.
state of Virginia, $31,500,
per Jb tor hindquarters.
19,080.00
1
r.-u.
•; tl\PR ECEDENTE D!
j-.ii li
Beans. Medium sure difficult to sell t anything over
City of Minneapolis, Minn.,
Precepts must be accompanied with good indemnify1,000,00
>3 t.2 per bushel tor screened Beans, alt,, -agn an occa- ;
Five hundred cases of the SONOMA WINE Bil l ERS
: is ..well, from which boys
|.
#'.',',452.00 ing bonds, also security for fees and costs.
...
m
siomtl sale oi something very choice will 1 -ing $ 77. per were sold during the first three days afu r they were put
tf‘27
1, 1869.
STOCKS.
j:
ntly removed the cover bushel. Pea Beans
>r screened,
A good Wine Bitter was just what
sell at $4 per bushel
before the public.
114 Shares Far me vs’ 8: Mechanics’
f »rme-.1 a covering across the and $ 1 12 tor a handsome handpicked Bean.
.v
was wanted.
C. A. RICHARDS & CO., ot Boston, Sole j
Nat. Bank, Hartford,
$15,045.00
Fruits. Apples are in moderate demand at $ fur Proprietors.
came again to Slide, one of
n
250
American National Bank,
Eastern Baldwins, $4 5o for Greenings and Swce-: Apples,
11“ was got out very wet and
,ri r, f«* 11 in
,,
Hartford,
17,300.00
liih buosenDer oilers lor sale nisi
$7. per bbl for a-.-orted Western fruit. Cranberry-,
i»E COXIIXCEU.
300
Importers’ & Traders’ Nat.
continue dull, with sales only ot single bbis at $’.4.. It* j
house, situated on Pleasant Street, near j
Yu may have re ad a notice ot tlie Golden Sheaf Bour- 1
Bank New York,
40,500,00
lor State. ami $b> for Cape.
the Phoenii House, in Belfast.
The 1
bon
and
before,
you will again, for it ought to be well 300
:
Fourth Nat. Bank, N. Y.
1,
J- tin 1 lit a U. S. Cavalry, is in com
31,5X1.(jd
Dried Apples. The market is quite active ami the
house is in goon repair, with a good barn, |
1 known, it is so good.
Sold
best
and
Nat.
100
by
American
druggists
groExchange
.one and three-fourths acres of laud, Sec.—
Port Uari. !. kan-us. an important frontier post. ■'lock in this market is not large; some considerable sales cers. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., DO
Washington street, !
Bank, New York,
«1,409.U0
have been made the past week at quotations. Wc quote
*It will be sold at a bargain. Persons der oi .Judge Dickerson, of this city, is
...
Bowery Nat. Bank, N. Y.
I5,00o.0o
Maine sliced Id 1 2 a 14c, do quartered 12 a 13c; New Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House in Amor- 150
siring to seethe premises can do so bv calling on the subloo
Hartford & New Haven
York quartered 11 1-2 a 12 l-2c; Southern K a 11c.
scriber.
WILLIAM O. ALDEN.
Railroad Co.,
22,000.00
Ve6e r vbles. There is a lair supplv of Potatoes, and
3w27
Belfast, Jan. 0, 1869.
n
tl. r stock of winter’s cold to
i.
smur evkxix; service.
217
Hertford Carpet Co.,
57,505.CO
Maine Jacksons are selling at ‘.*oc, ami New York $tatc
t.
Med load A lc> in block*, ai >oe. Onions are firm aud scarce at $2 5 per bbl.
#213,013.00
\ SERMON will be preached at the Baptist Church!
next Sunday Evening, at 7 o’clock by the Pastor. !
Poultry. The market is better for choice chickens |
MISCELLANEOUS.
re
daily passing through the
and turkeys, and the stock here is light: common poul- Subject—“ The wise, and the foolish Virgins.*' All are Cash
on hand and Bank,
#54,093.70
is
choice
We
irnited.
try
not wanted and sells slow ly.
quote
lwsp
Cash in hands of Agents and in course ol
Situated ou the road leading to
Chickens at 27. a 2d per Jb; choice turkeys 2.5<-: good
Build-’
;
a two-story House and good Stable.
in; .;ii> lias declared a dividend
transmission,
53,115.40
a
l>e
15
Chickens and Turkovs 20 a 22c; common poultry
in good repair and finished throughCash I oans on stocks and Bonds,
This is doing better than
ings
123,900.00
per lb.
well
and cistern; four
out ; an excellent
Casli due lor Premiums,
1,502.01
Knglund that has works no j H ay. The market is dull at $15 a 17 for interior qua!
acres ot land enclosed: very pleasant and deReal Estate,.50,000.00
a
23
ities,
and
for
$22
$12
in
a
are
not
Eastern,
per
cargoe-ot good
i:
operation,
All other property ot the Co., consisting of acNo. 4 11 uHindi Street.
sirable residence; will be sold at a bargain; immediate
uTMor single e ;r loads. Baled rye straw is selling at
crued Interest and Rents, and Office
•! bating the matter of closing
10,823.2$ ! possession given it required. For farther particulars InBOSTON
pi
opposite Revere House,)
ton.
of R. H. COOMBS on the premises.
quire
is
entitled
Mr. l’;.-rc- tin- Superintendent,
3 w*
Jan. 12,1809.
rlMn-: Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in an$085,900.05
ais management ot affair* here.
;
L1ABIL1TIE8.
X nouncing that they have secured the services of the
eminent and well known Dr A. II. HAYES, late Sur- Unsettled
losses,.ie
U"-.. i .n
M
•'pul.ii' musician and teacher of
geon U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College ol
E. WORTHINGTON,
S. WOODRUFF, Pres’t.
v•.
,i.
iti 11 of tht acquirements of his
iv.
Physicians and Surgeons, &e.
G.
8.
Vice President.
PAR80N8, 8ec’y.
This Institution now publishes the popular medical
it v.ani';
ry er.-d.table. 11D school is
PERSONS indebted to me by note or account,
<
book entitled ‘Tin* 8oiei»r«* of JLifo or frirlfA FIELH, Ageatn. IBelast.
are requested to call and settle immediately and
mtir.upd
to he
l,r«'nerviition,'’ written by Dr Hayes. It treats upon
11. J. ANDERSON. Ju.
thereby save cost.
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be out at once.
>ubh
23,000.00
If it is pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it oil'
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been
by TER, Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., W. F. PHILoit <»f \ ntdial ion,” lot them be ventilated, an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is LI PS & CO., J. W. PERKINS & CO., Portland.
X presented to the Court, this second day of January,
Total Assets,
$5,150,931.71
sale by all Drugg: its in Belfast.
For
A.
a slight cough will throw it olf, and the
D.,
1809,
ripe
has
by EDWIN P. TREAT of Frankfort, in said
Iyspl2
patient
mt.-nip- ranee is at the iiottom of
put rest and the lungs begin to heal.
District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie may be decreed to
xjch-x ra[-.i-aagT» a—aa a—1 ■iww—wwamw m
v
Aggregate Amount at risk,
$193,081,903.00
have
a
full
To
do
the
Amount
of
Premium
Seaweed
Tonic
and
this,
Mandrake
None.
Pills
discharge from all his debts, provable under
Notes,
State Constable in every
armed must be
the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
Amount ol Liabilities for unsettled Losses, 289.253.98
freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing he had
•■'a power to enforce the command to “in- that the Pulmonic Syrup and the food will make
Amount
of
accrued
Protits
on
income,
802,805.52
good
blood.
upon the same, on the lirst Monday of July, A. D., 1809,
( OV A JE3EII.fi>. Agent*, lie I fast. lw
• ase and
In Penobscot, .Jan. 13th, to the wifeof Capt. Albert II.
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten
Schenck's Mandrake Pills act upon the liver,
removing
** p————h——aawaaBB—isate mwi —
all obstructions, relax the ducts of tlie call bladder, the Dunbar, a son; 14th,to the wife of Mr. William Guila
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in
the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journal,
inie starts lreely, ami the liver is soon
relieved; the stools ford, a son.
Flamm ion Bittep.s combine rare medicinal will show what the Pills call do; nothing has ever been
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three
<rhi
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which i>
and that all creditors who have proved their
v illi a delicious aroma, and a llavor
gratethe AMERICAN YEAR BOOK and NATION- debts weeks,
and other persons In interest, may appear at said
to
use unless with great
dangerous
Jiil t.. Mi. i-iiiai.'. it is
very
that
will
care,)
vegetable, and m its unlock the
AL REGISTER for 1809. Astronomical, Historical, time and
gall bladder and start the secretions ol the
place, and show cause, if any they have, .vhy the
ouipo.-itiun all the requisites of science have been liver 1 ik« Schenck’s
Political, Financial, Commercial, Agricultural, Educa- prayer ot said Petition should not be granted.
Mandrake Pills.
In this city, Jan. 17th, by Timothy Chase,
niplied vv itb. It is suitable for all ages and sexes,
Mr. tional, Religious. This work contains a vast fund of late
Liver Complaint is one of the mo.-t
Esq.,
WM. P. PREBLE,
prominent causes John P. Wingate of Troy, aud Miss D eberah J. Caldcr- and valuable information respecting the Uuited States
is
stimulating and soothing. All
of Consumption.
3w2G
Clerk of District Court tor said District.
ami Foreign countries, including every department of the
disorder* are cured by it. and it repairs and reSehenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and wood of this city.
In
General
and
State
Rockport, Dec. list, by Rev. Job Washburn, Mr.
toros nature’s w asted powers.
Governments, which all classes will District Court of the United
Plantation Bit- alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this Horace
Txt
J. Tibbetts ot Rockland and Miss Maria \Y. find invaluable for daily reference.
Address O. D.
lN Banrrui ic\.
is made of, assists the stomach to throw out
i-ic art in< reusing
States. District of Maine.
daily in favor with all classes. preparation
Norwood of Rockport.
CASK & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn.
4w28
the
to
dissolve
the
P relieves
gastric
food
juice
with
the
Pulmonic
renders lile a
In this city, Jan. 11, by Rev. L. 1'. French, Franklin J.
In
the
matter
of
Harford
B.
Knowles, Bankrupt.
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermenta- Stevens and Miss Susan S.
ns the present, ami throws a
on the tion or
hopeful
Darby.
^PiHIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition having
souring of the stomach.
future.
In Brooklin, Jan. 1st, Mr. Robert W. Condon and Miss
The great reason why physicians do not cure ConX been presented to the Court on the twentieth day of
Flora E. Roberts, both of Brooksville.
Magnolia Water. .Superior to the best im- sumption is, they try to do too much; they give medirpA\ O BARRELS OF FLOUR, marked D. K.G., wore August, A. D., 1868, by HARFORD B. KNOWLES of
1
Iclt in the Store House of steamer City ol Rich- Pembroke, in said District a
•rted O rman < .’ologne, and sold at halt the price. cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night
Bankrupt, praying that he
mond, in November last. The owner is requested to pay might be decreed to have a full discharge from nil his
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing tliev derange the
W« hnv** no liner illustration of the
whole digestive powers, locking
1
charges and take the same awav. Apply to
debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and an order ol
up tin* secretions, and
the patient sinks and dies.
la "or an I matt rial in
notice having been issued thereupon by said Court,return
ANSON E. DURHAM.
processes eventually
Dr brhenck, in his treatment, does not
able before said Court, at Portland, in said District, on
Belfast, Jan. 20, 1809.
‘_\S
’ban i- <-xhibiled in tin Steam Refined Soap
try to stop a
the
the thirtieth day ot November, A. D., 1808, at throe
chills
or
cough,
name
and
night
fever.
[Obituary
notices,
beyond
sweats,
Kemov>* the cause
date,
M o iik
It is iu virtue of this, that these most exage, must
ami they will all stop of their own accord. No one can be paid f or. \
o’clock, P. M., and it having been made to appear to the
Hcnt goods are afforded at so low a
in this city, Jan. 8th, Nellie
be cured of < onsmmption, Liver
Court
that the said order, through accident, and without
of
II. IT.
E., daughter
Complaint, Dyspepsia
SHALL sell at my office in Belfast, ou
Monday the fault upon the part of said Bankrupt has not been comCatarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and Hays, aged AS days.
We were pleased to see, not long
15th day of February next, at 10 o’clock, A. M. that
in one of stomach are
In Stockton Dec. 2lth Addie A. wife of
made healthy.
and said Bankrupt upon this twenty-first
with;
plied
Capt. J. If.
ur exchanges, some
of the southerly half of lot number
pretty severe remarks address11 a person has consumption, of course the
eight ou Lit- day of December, A. D., 1808, having applied to the Court
Ilarriman—leaving a large circle of mourning relatives portion
lungs in and
tle Deer Isle, in the County of Hancock,
1 to several persons who,
to for a new order of notice
an interesting
friends.
some way are diseased, either
according
upon his said Petition :
tubercles, absesses, bronGeorge L. Hosmer’s division, which was set oil'on exeIn Sedgwick, Dec. 2»th, Mrs. Phebe
ctme by Rev. John S. C. Abbott, kept a continu- chial irritation, pleura
It is now Ordered by the Court that a hearing be
Gray, wife of Levi cution
adhesion, or the lungs are a mass
in favor of James 1. Wetmore against
P.
of
04
ns
inflammation
5
had
the
and
Billings
on
the
which prevented many from hearfast
months.
lirst Monday of June, A. D..
years,
upon
same,
In such cases what Gray, Esq., aged
Hardy, a record of which may be found in the Registry 1809, belore the Court in
ing.
Portland, iii said District, at
People who cannot retrain from coughing, must be done ? It is not only the luuas that are wasiimr
of Deeds for Hancock County Vol. 118,
page 209; said ten o’clock. A. M., and that notice thereof be published
" id
better stay away from such places, or else take mu ilift mu wuuic uouy. uio stomach and liver haw
land being assets o! the estate of said Wetmore.
lost, their power to make blood out of food. Now
in the Machias Republican and the Republican Journal,
a bottle of Johnson's
the
WM. G. CROSBY, Assignee.
Liniment with only chance is to take Dr.
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
Schenck’s three medicines,
them.
Belfast, Jan. 13, 1809.
3\v2S
which wd1 bring up a tone to the
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
the
stomach,
patient
will begin to want food, it will
their
debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
digest easily ana make
The importance of giving Sheridans’s Cavalry
r«:t i «i liKLi'.ttiT.
I>r. Iff u tell in*’ Headache and Cathartic said time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and
Lmdition Pointers to horses that have been out good
as soon as the body
ARRIVED.
Fill*.
the
why
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
begins to grow, the lungs commence
m a cold rain, stood in a cold wind, or drank too
WM. P. PREBLE,
Jan. Mill. Sclir Clen Meade, Cunniughau, Boston.
j to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well. This is
ALL that have the sick, Nervous and llillious
much cold water, cannot be
the only way to cure Consumption.
no
3w2G
Clerk of District Court lor said DistrictSclirs James Jewett, Banks, Portland : Vicand all diseases caused by
Headache,
Costiveness,
V* hen there is no lung disease and
man should be without them who owns a
Boston.
the
Sliute,
of
the stomach, do not be sick
only Liver Com- tory,
good
impurity
any longer,
horse.
plaint and Dyspepsia, Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic and ManTake a dose of
Dr. Hutchins’ Headache and Cathartic
T ( OL1IT OF THE UNITED
SAILED.
drake I ills arc sufficient, without the Pulmonic
| Pills,” and be cured. They are a sure cure. Try a box
Syrup.—
STATES.—District ot Maine.—IN BANKRUPT
lit M-m-GA’iNG Speer's Wine
Jan.
17th.
Schrs
Loochoo, Darby, Boston; George and satisfy yourselves. Price 25 cents. Sold
Bitters are lake the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints,
all
the
matter
of James I. Wetmore, a Bankrupt.
CY.—In
by
Washington, McGee, Bucksport.
pure and really
The dc- as they are perfectly harmless.
I Druggists.
The third general meeting ot the creditors of James I.
10th. Sclir Oak Grove, Coombs, Boston.
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
in I dated, from whatever
cause, use them with the
23
a
Wetmore, Bankrupt, will be held at Belfast, in said
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wasttidiest coniumnce of
DISASTERS.
by them.
District, on the sixteenth day ot February, A. I)., 1SG9,
I bey arc pleasant to the taste, and are mainlv the ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of PulBark Costarelli, from Turks Island lor Boston is reat 3 o’clock, P. M.,at the office of Peter Timelier,
his
monary
Consumption,
physicians having pronounced ported a total loss. She was disabled in a hurricane Dec.
of the Rcgisteis in Bankruptcy in said District, to
one
pure juice ot ?h* grape;
aud las case hopeless and abandoned him to hi* fate
FOR SALK LOW. The Schooner SenHe 13, and abandoned soon after in a
tonic in their eneet.
wit, at the ollice of the Register of Probate, for the
sinking condition.
was cured by the aforesaid
and since hi* re- Crew taken oil' and landed at St.
ntor, 35 tons O. M. in good order, well purposes named in the
medicines,
Thomas.
The
(J
was
Sold
twenty-eight section ot the Bank
Druggists.
covery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr. 303
i found in Sails, Cable and Fishing Gear.
tons, built at Prospect, Me. in 1850, and owned mostrupt Act of March 2d, 18G7.
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable suelo K. 11. GARDNER,
Apply
at York, Me.
WILLIAM
G. CROSBY', Assignee,
ly
cess.
Full directions accompany each,
2Slt
making it not abRucksport, Me.
2w2G
Ship Kingston, at San Francisco 28th ult. from Bombay
Belfast, Maine.
K < I
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients reports
BELFAST
||BEit
Charles
September
20,
a
Capt
Emerson, master,
wish their lungs examined, and for this
purpose he is native of Bucksport, Me. aged 32 years, died alter a
Il¥
long
MANKRI
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOrjlNAL.
his
PTCl
at
professionally
Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
and was buried at sea.
Sat urdav, where all letters for advice must be addressed | illness,
Office of the U. S. Deputy Marshal, »
SCHK. “EBEN HERBERT,” about 112
i Brig R. S. Hassell, from Pensacola with lumber, at
Belfast, Wednestl.i\, January 20,
He is also professionally at No. 32 Pond
District of Maine,
New Havana 7th inst, in going up the channel was
Street,
*tons, ohl measurement, curries HO JH lum*
suddenly
IGiRouml Ilog,
to
10 to 1* \ oi k, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street
Flour,
well
found
in
backed by the shifting ol the wind, and had to anchor,
Belfast, Jan. 4, 1859)
ber,
Sails,
Chains,
< :ori» M«
;
l.:m to
o.oolclear Salt Pork, $ ;i to :i-4.00 Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice
:d,
&c. Enquire of
and as the water was shallow, she struck, and smashed
Anchors,
IS
TO
GIVE
NOTICE, That on the fifteenth
2.00 to
O.OOlMutton per lb,
5 to
Rye Meal,
7 but for a thorough examination with his Ilespirometer in a few planks of her
S. H, JACKSON, Tenants Hurtinr
A. D., 18G8, a warrant in BankX day ot
bottom, causing her to leak
j
the price is $5. Office hours at each
»• 10
1.75 to
O.OolLamb per lb,
s
Rye,
city from «» A. M to She was water logged, and would bo discharged badly.
January 0, in»u.
tf2G
ruptcy was issued agAinst the estate of John Flowers ot
where
M.
1.30 to
20 to
o.oo! Turkeys, per lb,
Corn,
j 3 P.
she laid.
in the County of Waldo, and State ot Maine, who
Belfast,
l'rii-0
of the J'ulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
1.25 to
17 to 20
1.30!Chickens per JO,
Bailey,
has been adjudged a Bankrupt on his own petition; that
3 75!Ducks, per lb,
3.25 to
20 to 00 ?i an p, r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Fills
Beans,
the payment ot any debts and delivery of
any property
SO to
bats.
«• «'■ GOODWIN- & CO., as Hanover
85! IIay per ton,
FA KM situated in Northport, one mile from Sat$10 to 13 i
belonging to such Bankrupt, to him, or for his use, and
ELI
ini t,
05 to
Potatoes,
Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale By till druv.
J.SOtoO.OO
00;Lime,
urday Cove, on the Beech llill road, containing the transfer ot any property by him are forbidden
°
by
10
fcbd>.
Dried Apples,
to
12! Washed Wool,
38 to 42 I
about one hundred acres of as good land as there is in law; that a
(Formerly of Jackson, Me.) with
ly20
meeting of the creditors of the said Bank50 to
Cooking,
75[Unwashed Wool, 28 to 3o -----Waldo County; cuts about twenty tons of
has a rupt, to prove their debts, and to choose one or more
E.
E.
hay;
35 to
Butter,
40;Pulled Wool,
15 to 00
good House and L; finished throughout, with Barn and Assignees of his estate, will be held at Court of BankI »e the Concentrated
IS to
Cheese,
<> to
Extract of li re.
22;Hides,
00
ShedS, Carriage House, Work shop and Blacksmith Shop; ruptcy, to be holden at Belfast, in the District of Maine
33 to
35;Calf Skins,
well fenced; plenty of never-failing water and
Fggfl,
17 to 00
It will cure your
plenty of before Peter Thacher, Register, on the sixteenth day of
cough and strengthen yon nil over.
20 to
—AND—
wood for the use of the place. Will be sold on reasonaLard,
23,Lamb Skins,
75 to 1.25 Sold everywhere
A. D., 1809, ot 3 o’clock, P. M., at the ollice of
c.
A,
&
RICHARDS
y«J
0 to
11 Wood, hard,
CO., Washble terms with stock and farming tools.if desired.
Beef,
0.00 to8 00 ington street,
Ap the Register of Probate.
Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit
1
on premises, to
Apples, Baldwin, 1.00 to 1 25 Wood, sofi,
-j.00 to 0.00 House
DAVID D KINK WATER.
ply,
3w20
I
LEANDER WEEKS,
jaftmerlca.
NO. 82 BI.ACKSTONE ST., BOSTON. :iw2S
I
Northport, Jan. IS, 18G‘J.
28
U. S. Deputy Marshal, as Messenger, District of Maine.
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its effects in the hands ot those who
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attached to the circular' and
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that Miss Sawyer’s Salve is entirely different
That there are a great many good salves
offered lor sale, but none so good as MISS SAWYER’S
SALVE. That every family should have a box at this
season of the >ear.
That it will do all and more than It
s
recommended to do. l»ut up iu boxes at
3»OrtN., and $1. A great saving is made by
taking a
large box. Prepared by Miss C. SAWYER, and put up
by L. JI. IIOllBl^TB, Wliulemile uiul Retail
Drug” intft, Rucklauil, Me,
We claim

GOODS AND

PRICES

December,

GEO. C. GOODWIN & Co

IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

Wholesale

A

MERCHANT,

sal

from all others.

JOHN

MELVIN,

COMMISSION

no

—

f

rflHIS

cordial

Chicago, Iu.., October lo, l.sos.
Ml:. L. M. Romtixs—Dear Sir:
I have never written
a letter in praise ot any medicine during the whole course
ot my life, and it was not that I wanted a dozen boxes o!
Miss Sawyer’s Salve 1 would not write now. 1 got it box
by chance, in New York, audits effect upon me has been
such that 1 have been greatly improved, au*l am ot opinion that another box will effect a permanent cure. My
neighbors, who have seen its effects, are anxious to have
me send for some tor them.
You will therefore pleas.*
send me by express
L>. a dozen dollar boxes, and
Yours
oblige
respectfully,
A. L. SANDERSON.
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SALE.
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by

FOR

public, great contidei.ee h
reception.
been so frequently and >o gross

with

\ A 1:Mot I II, duly go, 1mis.
My Lmiak Miss Saw vih::- 1 received your kind letter,
and alter a little while 1 got your salve. It has done m
a great deal of good and I think it will soon euro me.
l
removes all inflammation and soreness, and 1 do not
know what 1 shai: do without it.
there is nothing like
it, lor 1 had tried everything I heard ol, and nothing did
me any good.
1 had prepared many salves myself, but
they did not benefit me. My residence is in Philadelphia
1 have been m Yarmouth lor some time, with my daugii*
ter, but shall probably return home this full. I shui
waut several dozens ot your good Salve when I go back I
I recommend it wherever I go, and have already intro,
duced it into many families. My occupation is va ry tr\
ing. I have been a nurse tor manv years. My health
failed me so much last winter that 1 leared l should be
obliged to give up business; but through the mercy ot
my Heavenly Father, I have thus far been able to eon
tiuue my work. 1 often meditate upon His goodness to
me.
Although we are personally strangers, l hope, my
dear Miss Sawyer, that in spirit we are not. Your Hod
.is my Hod, and we are both striving for a better home in
I trust 1 shall have the pleasure of
'Heaven.
seeing you
before my return, as you spoke v>t coming this way soon.
Your affectionate triend,
S.iKAH A. FUKKBOliN.
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of its real value, the market would soon be flooded with

..

Throat and Vocal

one ol my neighbor-'
with scrofulous sore- upon

made to me; and from that day to this I have put
up considerable quantities of it. chiefly tor the use of the
I citizens ot my own city.
nave repeatedly ueeu solicited to introduce ■ to th.

POWDER,

Head,

got about,

sadly afflicted

were

WORSTEDS,

Jackson's Catarrh Snnfi

<>-enrring

was

few weeks she was clean and * whole. This was.soon
noised abroad among the neighbors; eases of various
kinds multiplied, and repeated applications for the salve

■

rpHlS

with the tacts.

conversant

hands and arms, which rendered them entirely useless.
1 made some ot the salve lor her. she used it, and in a

Bankrupt,

Breath,
Cov.yhs,

enlargement

work,

children

■■

Catarrh,
Asthma,

to

1

Some time after I

!'}:•*

population

limbs.

Rockland

...

-*

words.

Necessity is the mother of invention.’ 1 set myselt
at last, to see what I could
myself devise tor niv
malady. Having some knowledge of the curative proper
ties of various tilings that seemed to me
adapted to my
case, I began to compound them, and continued my experiments until success crowned my endeavors, flu
salve which I now offer to the public was the result. Itapplication dispelled the inflammation, eased the pain,
reduced the swelling and contraction, and in a short time
entirely cured me. 1 have had but. one attack since, when
two or three applications drove it
away. These statements can be substantiated by many ot the citizens o1

SHAWLS,
C loaks

own

my ieet and ankles became very much diseased

suffered great, and sometimes excruciating pain. My muscles were so swollen and contracted
that I could not walk, and when sitting up was compelled
to have my limbs supported by chairs and bolsters. 1
seriously feared that 1 should be a cripple lor life, I
tried almost everything that promised beuetit. But the
medicines of the day, pain-killers, panaceas and liniment-,
all failed to give me permanent relief.

WHITE GOODS,

-.

■

what they have

Baptist Church, well known ami
community, and withal an old
nurse.
The origin of her salve mav

intlammatory rheumatism, leading

ol the

■

|

origin of things,

Sawyer is a resident oi Rockland. and has been
than thirty years. She is a worthy woman,

best related in her

—

*.

trace

more

member ot the
and

health,'

.•

to

ing.

..•

■■

desire

t>

source.

*•

••

....

history.

a

We want to know the

rpiIIS

j

has

natural to the human mind

been, and done, and what their merits are.
It is not strange, therefore, that those who read of Mi?
Who is Miss Sawyer
Sawyer’s Salve should inquire,
How came she to get up a salve r*
Who kuows anyWhat has it done ?”
What will it
thing about it V'
do <” The following will give satisfaction to the inqiiir

••

>

is

everything

Belfast

County of

Keligion,

and

■-i

Agents, Boston, Mass.

TP. HENRY

Wholesale Agents, 21 Park Row, N. Y.

SIMONTON

BRITS,

This valuable Salve la sold

& 00.

Belfast, December 9th, 1868.

by

all

Druggists.

S. A. HOWES & CO.

1

Iyr3?

IgntC* fur Belfast anil Vicinity,

The Now York Election Frauds.

Agri cultural.
Method of Killing Hogs.
A correspondent of the Detro t Free
Press, writing from Cincinnati under date
ot

Dec.

1

1, says

:

“Although 1 have visited the priueipal
slaughter-houses of this city, and spent
much time iu witnessing the modus operandt
of hog killing, 1 cannot give you more than
a
general outline of the programme. We

will take the mammoth slaughter-house of
Richard Bcresford A Co., Deer Creek road,
tor instance, as here a “porker” passes
through more hands, aud is “done for”
more scientifically than at
any other establishment.
Let us suppose the case of uu

individual hog

:

Arming by rail iu the city, after a long
journey from the interior, he is met at the

depot by
agent, who, with the assistance
of numerous hoys, drives him to the slaughter
yard. Here he is driven into a pen,
and when his turn comes, is scared, whipped
aud kicked up a long ascending platform.
Here lie halts lor a few moments, hilt has
not
time to form acquaintance with his
brother porkers before he is hurried into a
narrower room.
Here he becomes frightened. tor on nil sides he sees blood streaming, aud hears the death gurgles ot his
comrades.
But he lies no time for thought
(it a hog can think,) for lie feels a pair of
clasps around one of his hind legs, he hears
a man
yell “lilt” and up he goes iu the air,
suspended by a crane. He gets a swing
and turns about once or twice, uutil he
an

HOW TO M&K'r TH- FAHM PAY.

j

HON. A, H. STEPHENS.

permission

A Wait.

and

body,

penned the following parody thereon,

we

which was published in the M
We tiud it resurrected in the
Biddetbrd

a

fect clot ot gore and his arms bare to the

elbows.
Catching the hog by the left fore
leg, he places a long, keen knife at the
throat and out comes the dark current of
blood.
That man takes the matter very
coolly, tor every ten seconds, for eight
hours and a halt a day, he performs the
same operation.
Another swing and our
porker makes a circle of fifteen teet, aud
stops before a burly negro. At this point
he is called dead.
With a surge aud a lilt
his leg is loosened from the clasps aud down
an iucliued plane lie goes, into a vat
sixty
ieet long and eight wide.
Tile water here
is kept at the right temperature by means
of steam pipes running through it.
He is
pushed along from one “scalder” to another,
until at the end of the tirst four minutes he
arrives at the hands of the “shavers,” who
hand him up ou a table in eight seconds
aud all Ills bristles and bait worth shaving
are otf and
deposited iu a barrel, aud he is
slung along to the "scrapers.” A few
passes and one side is scraped perfectly
clean, and, with an overturn, he goes into
the bauds of the next to have the other side
cleaned.
Then lie passes down to the
"gutter” who, with a twist, elevates him by
the hind legs aud before I can write it his
entrails are flung ou a table, and our porker
swings on to the next operator, who, with
tlie pipe ot a rubber hose, washes him outside aud in.
Then he receives another
swing and letches up in the “hanging room,”
where he remains a tew hours to cool.
At this establishment the common rate of
slaughter is thirteen hundred per day.
From the time a hog first reaches the establishment until he is barreled up for market,
he passes through forty-eight different
hands.
I have merely described the killing, gutting and hanging up ; were I to follow the head, feet and entrails, which all
take different directions irom the table of
the “gutter” this would prove a wearisome
article indeed.
Escorted by W. W. Beresibrd, the young and gentlemanly clerk of
this establishment, 1 consumed about one
hour in making the round of the house,
tarrying but a moment before each object
of interest.
(<t course all the animals
slaughtered here are uot the property ot the
proprietors, and consequently are not
packed. Every house keeps an agent at
the various depots, and when a train of
hogs arrives he searches out their owuer,
and offers him from fifty to seventy-live
cents per head tor the privilege of
slaughtering them—the house to retain nothing
but the fat on the intestines and the hair
and bristles, and to deliver the carcass at
any of the city packing-houses, i expressed
some surprise at this statement, but was
told that it was looked upon as a profitable
"lay and excited considerable competition
between the various houses.
At the “(.'inciuuati Slaughter-House" the
animals are kuocked on the head with a
hammer.
Hanging them up and cutting
their throats is but a recent invention, and
it is claimed that it adds to the whiteness
and purity of the meat.
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.Should you ask
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matter ol
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agitating
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Deii'hbt)!
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Weave under obligation.- to lion. Dane Rta-.l
and Henry Farrington, l-Nq. lor couilusies extended us during nor vi.-it, an.I likewise to
mine host John 1). Miller <it Me.lomak House
for the gentlemanly manner whieb he, ami his
clerk, Mt Howard, cared tor ..nr wants, in
line, we were treated with tin- utmo-t cordiality by all the citizens of Waldoboro’ whom a
was our pleasure Lo meet.
Perhaps there is
no town in this section ol Maine that can surpass this people in hospitality, enterprise, independence ami business activity.

(

Newspaper

Decisions.
Any person who
takes a paper regularly from tin- post-office
whether directed to his name or another, or
whether he has subscribed or not- is responsible for the pay.
If a person orders Ins paper
discontinued, lie must pay all arrearages, or the
publisher may continue to send it until paj rneiit
is made, and collect the whole amount, whether
it is taken from the office or not. The courts
have decided that refusing to take newspapers
ami periodicals front the post-office, or removing and leaving them uncalled for, is ;,r,
facie evidence of intentional fraud

i
i
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The Great Hoveltv !
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World
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Also,

the ever porn.ah

Complete .Stories, (imphic ^kotchc

TJ

on the subject of railroad
it saysThere is a stream of travel irom the shore
towns of this county and Washington, West,

that is truly surprising.
Perhaps it is not too
much to say that these towns, wilh tin; business with which they are engaged, and its consequent connection with Portland, Boston and
New York, make double the travel that would
naturally exist in the more remote towns, wilh
Observation
the uine number of inhabitants.
will verify tins statement and when we recollect that about six mouths in the year our
mast is almost inaccessible irom ice and cold,
nid our roads impassible by reason of trust,
-now, or mud, il will be readily seen that we
need as a business necessity, as a sure development of our resources, and almost for the
safety and prolongation oi our existence as an
integral portion ol die State, a railroa through
the county.
There is a road in successful operation irom
Portland to Bath. That road Is being pushed
through from Bath loliocklan I. From thence,
naturally und Inevitably, it w.il work its way
up-river to Belfast, and thence to Bucksport,
or to some point opposite or perhaps to BanEllsworth needs,—or we should say the
cor.
business men oi the East, ueed a road from
Ellsworth to Bucksport. Nothing could be
more beneficial to Bucksport than such a road.

Mexico.

n

orthtj of

every shade and can be used with certain
ty ol satisfaction. Inquire at tin Druggist- for
Lii|uiil ■!><*>*, Uike nu other Lhut.
GEO. il. REED 4 CO., Manufm luivrs, Poston
Use It€*«Ml'* < ll4*llli('.ll
IkliK-ltiiii:. (lie
.ml Children's
best Dressing and Blanking li-r E eln
Shoes. Rubbers, &<•,
»R

Secrets of the
Great City®
It oikt descriptive *<f the Tlltil •7*'. and the
I it EH. the nYHTEIIIEH. niHl lfilE**
and ( Rl!WEN ot .\«*»% Y ori* < ih.
II you wish to know how Fortunes are made and lo*t
In a
how Shrewd Men are ruined in Wail Street;
how Countrymen are Swindled h> Sh irpei-s; how Mini
ters and Merchants are Blackmailed, II. .w Dance Halls
& Concert Saloons are Managed: how Gambling House,& Lotteries arc conducted; bow Stock 4 <>il< ompanies
Originate and how the Bubbles Burst, read tills work.
It contains over 40 line Engravings, tells all about the
Mysteries and Crimes ot New York, and is the Spiciest
and Cheapest work of the kind fhibjislted.
.4

works of

similar char-

arc beingcimilaled. S.H- that
IA III ON. oeter
contain over 40
the books

fine

engravings

changed
took place.

At the city ol Manzaullla, the cathedral,
which had stood shocks of earthquake and
storms for several centuries, was riven from
Some 18 or 30 persons were
top to bottom.
killed by the falling wullsof the American Hotel, and three others were burled beneath the
ruins of a warehouse.
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PATEHf MAGIC COMB

a permanent black or brown.
Sold
very where. Sent Liv mail for
ll fl. PATTOW. Treasurer,
Aiidn
Magic (’dinb Company, Springfield. Mass.

; Will color gray hair
<

rno IIDIIIN!
Y»S«Enr« 11EM
ElklEM, cert,iin, harmless, agreeable, warranted
A
never t> fail.
No, 1 A Sure ]‘rentati\e; No. 2 For
Bcmoving Monthly Ob trnctions. Circular.- free. Address p. (>. Box l-tsiN Philadelphia.

DEAFNESS. CATARRH, SCROFULA.
A
from
LADY who had sullc-red

tor years
Deafness,
Catarrh and Scrofula, was cured by a simple rein
edy. ller sympathy and gratitude prompts her to send
the receipts tree ot charge to any one similarly afflicted.
I
Address Mr. M. (
Hoboken, N. .1.

jf\.

Sell help for You tig -Men,
lit r NOBLE
jj who having erred, desire a better manhood. Sent
iu scaled letter envelopes, fixe of charge. If benefit-fed
return the postage. Address Pll 11 A N I IIROS Box P,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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City.

FIFTY YEARS OF FIDELITY!
Paper

aC.mpii

Philadelphia

urejinanaged;

<*»tice. .\o. 141 (
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olid

Incident

Married and

Single

SE( RET AND DELICATE

sexes?, single on married.
I»lt.
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Physician

rei. r- to Professors am*, re-peotable Ph'sicianinan> >>t w lo-iu con-nit him in critical eas- s, because ot
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attain ■•[ through

proudly

nil-;

so

ON AND AFTER

8th,

Iw.

l it E STEAMER

H

Ail letters

Emliroit

requiring

Ntivci.

advice

mu

d

contain ore

by

Jan.

1, l&od

and references, ami recommendations ot their medicines by thf rfru/t, who cannot expose
or contradict them ; or who, besides, to turther their imposition*. copy from medical books, much that is written
ofdhe qualities and effects ot different herbs and plants,
and ascribe all the -arue to their Pill*, Extracts, Specifies
.to., most of which, it not all, contain Mercury, because
c.t the ancient belief of it* “curing everythin"’’’ but now
kill more than is cured," and lb
known to
e no
killed, constitutionally injured for lile.

dolbu

to

lyr

Boston and Penobscot River

J

ME K«

S

1

cert ideates

e

HiNDKANCE OF QI.'ACiv

UN K.

DOCTOlES AND
PI M MAKEliS.
of
the
ignorance
tjuack Doctor, knowing
Through
no other remedy, he relies upon Mkk- t ttv, and
give.- n
to all his patients, in Pills, loops, No., so tin* Nostrum
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his o.-ealled Extracts,
Speeilic, Antidote, to,, both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, il is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas f nothing is said of
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse ami
are left to linger and sutler for months or
years, until r*
lievi d or cured, it posssible, by competent physician*,
NOS

the

The Steamship II ^I. TIllBETTh.
will leave Rowe’s Wharf, Boston, lor Ban__gor every Thursday at I d M., touching it
Belfast, Sandy Point, Bucksport and Kinterport. Re
A.
turning will leave W interport every Monday, al s
M., touching at the above ports. Proight taken at r.
so liable rates.
*. «. EEW 1* A < 0
dk
:>'* tS:*«n Dicmd.
Belfast, Oct. 26.
put

(•ALT. ML.N'IM s. KIC1I, will make hut one
trip per
week during llio winter, Leaving BLLFAfe'l
ev«-rv
*
TLi'.SLA Y, at J o'clock, t\M.
Will leave HuSToN ewrv FKIDAY.at
KL1ITKN1NL
5 o’clock, I*. M
<i
WF LLS,
Belfast Dec 1, lst<S.
ttV\!
Agknt,

GO It I

H A NTS'

QPAPK NtUSTiJPM MAKKUrt

through la

nsure au answer.

Boston,

long experienc'd practice.ami observation.

A 1 i- 1 .fP I EL) AN Id 1 \ FO U I 1 A An.
be not robbed ami add to your sufferings in being d. cei;ed
the
by
lying boasts, misrepresentations, lalse proini-.and pretentions ot
I * M 1 i I <. N AND N A !’ 1 V K (wM A t'ks,
id the nature and character ot
wliokin.A
Special
Disease's, and ps.s to their cure. Suim- exhibit lorged
Diplomas ot I e titutions or Colleges, ;\ hicl. ncvei » xi.-n d
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas of the
Dead, how obtained, unknown, not only assuming .and
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to turtlier their Imposition assuTin nane
totln
:
biated phvsic'.ius long since dead. Neither be decei. d

floHimi.

til' l’ Aid.

1*1.K4SI’

Mil

i'Olt

QUACKS Aid’, NOT HiNOKANT.

fr«*l

“Steam Refined”
AJFO

TIKI

HO

OTIIKK

GOLD, SILVER,
< oiiL 0raIts ami Itomls,
Bought ami sold anil highest price paid b\

S.

HOWES & CO.

A

|

LAZARUS dc MORRIS,
Practical

Opticians

and

PMIIPVO'R

3ft!LOO&>

THE

The reputation tin- e\
<‘i llent
medicine cnjo\
y is derivei 1 from its cm«•
1 many <•! wiii. n are (rul\
Inveterate
? marvellous.
eases of Serofulou
ilb
ease, where the s\ tc n
seemed saturated* willcorruption. have luaii
purified and ured I u
Scrofulous affections ami
disorder-, which wore ng
gravated hy the serot'u
lOilS COntaminat mn m o
tneywerc paminiiy afflicting, have been ladfull.
cured in such great number- in almo t ,-\:w
lion of the country, that the public scar, h need to
be informed of its virtues or urn-.
Scrofulous poison is om., of m,- rno.-r do-in-.-mv
onomies of our race. Often, this unseen and -ini.-li
tenant of the organism undermines the on-1 b uti. u
and invites the attack of enfeebling or fa!al,li-,j-without exciting a suspicion of its presen< •*. \gaei
it seems to breed infection throughout the 1
e.
:,u i
then, on some lavornble occasion, rapidly develop
into ouo or otner of its hideous forms, eithei on *'-•
surface or among the vitals. In the latter tu;.
cles may be .suddenly deposited in the hum- >>i
heart, or tumors formed in the liver, or it sle wits presence b> eruptions on the kin, or foul u!<
ntiulis on some part of the body. Hence the o.-ea
sional used a bottle of this >Sarsapa rilltt
<
visable, even when n>» active symptom.- 1 di-«.a
appear. Persons afflicted with the follow ing e.-rnplaints generally tind immediate relief, and, at
length, cure, bv the use of this S i USA I*.I l{ i L
LA: St. Anthony's t'ire, Hose or
ICrysijtela*.
Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, l{inyirorni,
Sore Eyes, Sore liars, and otliei
million
o;
visible forms of Seroj'nlons di.-ea-e. Also in (ho
more concealed forms, as
Dyspepsia, Drops.!,
Heart Disiitse, tits,
Pnilepsy, \eaea/yia,
and the various Pleerous aue-bum ol tin* mu-,
lar and nervous -.ystems.
Syphilis or I nen-al and Mercurial Di ns,
are cured by it, though a long time i
1.0
subduing tin >• nb.-tinate maladies b\ :m\ ,m diciue
But long e.uilhuied 1.-c of ibis medicine will >u.r,
O'U eomiHamt.
Learorr/io a or 117tiles, I ferine
t'leerations, amt I emtn'e Diseases, are coin
monly soon relieved ami ullimateh mod |,\ u-.
purifying and invigorating efleet. '.Minute Dm.
lions for each ease arc found in our
AImanac, up
plied gratis.
Rheumatism and (lout, when
caused by accumulations of extraneous matin
Ml the blood,
yield ouickly to it. as. also Liver

^gji !
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Jeweler and Watchmaker,
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Editor.

Agents
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Wanted
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6m^l

Rear of Woods & Conants Store.
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tnalytieal
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Chemists.

JCji3Lj«
AND

WINTER

GOODS.

I am constantly
receiving (foods
of the above description, and invite tbe public generally to call
and examine.
I shall pay
my personal attention to the cutting, and warrant

HOLD MY HOUSE, or he will run away aud I shall
him* to go to Frank Perkins & Co’s, and gi t my carriage !
repaired for they manufacture and repair carriages and
sleighs in as good style as apy other tirm in this vicinity
and they keep constantly on hand carriages and sleighs
for sale at the lowest rates. Call and see before purcha?

Wliopon Yl'anliiuslonitreei,

Injlam

AYRH i% CO,, Loucll, Has*.,

Practical and

a

ing elsewhere.

or

SOU) BY ALL Dlil (d.lsTs |<;\ KB YU 111 ID
for sale by all Druggists in Bella-1.

Sight!

and an* cheapest, because the best, always
lasting many!
years without change being necessary.
#ir One of the firm will visit gt the Store ot their
Agent every three months, lor the purpose of titling
thsse having difficult sights, where any spectacles sold
by their Agent during the interval w ill be exchanged free
of charge if not
properly titled.

We

torpidity, Conyestion

P R K

wearers.

ground is manulacture*} especially for optic purposes, and
is pure, hard and brilliant, and not liable to become
scratched.
4th. That, the frames in which they arc set, whet he.
gold, silver or steel, are of the finest quality amt finish,
and guaranteed perfect in every respect.
They are the only spectacles THAT

The simplest,
Hitting
cheapest and best Knitting Machine eyer invented. Will
kuit :;0,000 st if dies per uiinutc. Liberal inducements to
Agents. Address AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE
CO., Boston, Mass., or St. Louis, Mo.

j

Complaints,

mutton of the hirer, and Jaumliee, \\
[icp arising
;ih they often do( from i,he rankling
poisons in the
ulood
This SARSAPARILLA is a
great rstorer for the strength and vigor of the
svstmn
Those who are Lanyuid and Listless,
Despon
dent, Sleepless, and troubled with Nervous Ip
prehensions or Pears, or any of the affection.-,
symptomatic of Weakness, will tind immediate
n‘hef and convincing evidence of its
re-rorit.v,
power upon trial.

Which have been extensively used in the .New Eng
land Stales the past tight years, ami lor yhich they claim
the unden»i"nti«>ned advantages over those in ordinary
use, the proof ot which may Mg seen in their constantly
increasing business during a residence in ilanlord ot
eight years.
1st.
That from the perfect construction of the Lenses,
they assist and preserve the sight, rendering frequent
changes unnecessary.
-d. That they confer a brilliancy and distinctness ol
vision, with an amount ol ease and comlbrt not hitherto

14

JOHY EORNYTH.
Large pages Weekly, Full of Politics, News, Agriculture. Literature, Poetry, &c. The Agricultural Paper ol
the South. Hon. C. C. Langd m, the well-known editor |
A NEW WORK just bcued. Most highly comaud practical farmer, conducts this department. Only
mended by the BEST SCHOLARS and ABLEST
$5.00 to January, 1870, and $l,2o lor three months.
LITERARY JOURNALS in our country. Those want
TRY IT A RE4RTER YEAR.
ing employment ami possessing intelligence and persever
Address “REGISTER,” Mobile, Ala.
ance, will tind in the agency a useful and lucrative busiCircular which
RirEvery wide-awake Democrat and every intelligent ness. Please send for our Descriptive
gives full particulars oi the work and our terms to Agents,
ariner should take one standnrd Southern Political and
E griculturnl Newspaper.
address S. S. SCRANTON & CO., Hartford, Ct.

e

=

enjoyed by spectacle

the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and
nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
of the life and health of others, tin re are those
among
them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that il is contained in iln-ir
nostrums, -o that the “usual fe.
may be obtained for
professedly curing, or “the dollar. or fraction >( it."
Il i* thus thulium;
may be obtained torthe nostrum.
are deceived, also, and sp. ml 1.
’go amounts tor
xperi
ineuis with qiiaekerv.
DIE Dl\ S
charges are v.-rv moderate. Pominunicat ion
s.uuvdh
coniidi utial, ami all in.tv rely on him with the stridr-i
secrecy and c. ntidemv. whati \. may be the di-. a
-on
'lition or situation of auv one, married or
single.
Medicines sent h\ M ol ami Exp re*- to .11
part-of tin
United Stales,
All letter- requiring advice must contain mu doll.n to

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
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Mercurial Atlections; Eruptions ami all divtcl ;i».
Mdn. I leers oi the No-r, I bloat and body. Pimpl, .,; ■
the 'ace; Swelling of the.Joint ; Nervousness; ( on-hin
I iviial ainl other W akl.e -os in yOllth llll.l the lilol'.
i
iP.- cd, at ill! ages, ol

LADIES.--The Ccbbr.it. d iu. i.. i > 1X
particularly iuvit'*s all Ladies who need JL'.Uail or
S-uryiral adviser, to call at iila Ib. nn ei l-ndkvtt St.,
Boston, Mass., which they will find arranged i. 1 thcli
special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twcim cars to this
particular branch of the treatment of al! diseases peculiar
to females, it is now conceded by all, yboth in this country and Europe,) that he excels all other known pruct ieioners iu the safe, speedy and ellectual tr« atment ot a!)
female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the expro.purpi.- c
of removing all diseases, such as debility, wealan
unnatural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also a:l
discharges which flow from a morbid stnt ot the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat In his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, ill di-vase.- < t 11
female sex, ami they are re-pecllully'iin it t to call t!

6\vii3*
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to
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Measles,
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B. J. REM 10 H
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

December

tlVct s. and constequences;
AILMENTS AND MTl'ATlON.s,

il l.'mlindt JMreei. Boston, >2 .»*»•,
and Surgeon. N!M»ion St., Boston, isconsulnd daily ior ait di- eas- | i so arranged that patients new r see or bear
adi otlu-r.
tlie only entrance to his ottiee is 8«». i I. huv
es incident to the female system.
!
Recollect,
tori or.
I’rolap.-u-*
Falling of the YYomb, Fluor Ali us, suppression, and ing no connection with Ins residence, consequently no
other menstrual derangements, are ail treated on new tamlly interruption, o that on no account can -my p.
on
pathological principles, and -peedy relict guaranteed in a hesitate applying at o oillco.
DR. DI.Y
So invariably certain is this new mode
cry few days.
if treatment, that most obstinate complaints v it Id under
boldly assert-, ami it cannot, be contradicted, except by
it, and the alllieted person soon rejoices in peril--1 health. quack-,who will say or do any tiling, even p. riur> timin’
Dr. Dow Ims no doubt had greater experieme iu tinlve»\ to impose upon patients,* that he
cure of diseases of women than nuv other phv m-iuu in
is
lilt ONLY 11 Eli Cl. AH l.KAin VIK fltV Ii IAN
Boston.
\P\ KRTISI.Nv, IN BOSTON.
Boarding accommodations t -r patients who na\ wi -h
SIXTEEN 1 EARS
to stay in Boston a lew days und* his treat nu n
iti
treanm
iit of special Disea .-os. a fact so w. 11
d
’a.iug.
Dr. Dow, since 1815, having confined his wl <>i. attention to an office practice tortile cure ol Pii\.,t l >i -eases known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
'hat
In i much rezomnumhd and par
Proprietor-.\c.
and Female Complaints. :ukno\Vi- iig.
m, -mm -ior in thf
ticularly to
United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain on -1 ; .r
Sl’RANGKRS AND l'UA Y ELLERS.
r tin
will
not be answered.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and nativi
Office hours from 8 v. .m. t.« -* t». y.
rtunit-ratts in Boston 'ban in otlnr bug*
quacks,
Boston, July 25, 18fi8.
l> t
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Standard
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ei -mis Mitimimproved method of treatm-mt.
ing with diseases arising from “Secret Ha -it. ’- other
causes, will find it to their advantage to consult him.
To Females.—Dr. Slioles has made dl di-vu:
p.-eu
liar to the female sex his particular stud;.. and to thi~j-\ iat
departmeut of practice be will continue to i\i
attention. “Ilis Luuai Mixture' tor feniah-s ti.iv i.
v
ii-i in
used by all ladies with the certainty ot
case of unnatural stoppage.
Strangers under his treatment, w i hia.- t.- roiimi in
the city w ill bi- furnished with go.id board :i,d -i.i ,p. tent
nurses.
julv 1.
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nil. YOFNU AND Old).
MALI', YND JEM A 1.1
Alln-eit with wonderful-ucivs- brings 8’01^018 I•
I bo pale ;ul<I wliiti lips, liltroua
nd IKi-;«u(» to til*
thin, wrinkled face, and careworn conn Vnance." Cur«‘
Fever ami gives appetite.
1 •. them; nnomA-k tor spoer’s St andard Filter-.
'old by V) M. O. I hOtt A M>.\
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CHRONIC DISEASES.

bis

To Holders oi' Government

uml Pul hi.

Quality, Mile and Perfume warranted equal to tin
English and sold fully 50 per cent, cheaper, which ac
counts for the great falling olf in the demand for lie
ml tin* unprecedented success ot the
foreign soapimei i< ao Company Toilet Koa]»<t. now told
everywhere iti Me Fidled States.

public

Oldest & Livest Democratic

a

hi

wm:. is e it iti* iYn atoors?
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FEMALES.
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iss*
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servants perform their trusts ; how rings
how officials are black mailed ;,how counterfemale lobby mem
feiting is carried on; and all isabout
lint ly illustrated; is in
hers, lady clerks, 4c., &c. It
valuable to every one interested in discovering what iso carefully withheld from the p< onie, and is jlje aplciu-t,
#w~Rend
most absorbing, and cheapest book of the day.
Addrtss
UNITED
for Circulars, with terms, &c.
STATER PUBLISHING CO., 411 Broome Street, New
York
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Honey. fJvreriiic, Khlcr Floi»«r. llo<r|io

A work descriptive of Washington City; its high and
lowlife; its magnificent public entires: its hidden mysteries; its villain a: d corruptions; the inside workings
ol the Government; and showing how money is squander
how
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Dr. PADELFORD is admitted by the best medicu
talent ot the country to have no e.jual in the treatment
ot Female Complaints, and it is no unusual occurrence
tor physicians in regular practice to recommend
patients
to him lor treatment when afflicted in his speciality.
Ladies will receive the most scientific attention, both
wed ically and surgically. Board, with old and experienced nurses, will be furnished those who wish to tv
main in the city during treatment.
French safes for sale, three for $1. Order by mail.
Patients who cannot apply in person maj by letter.
Medicines sent to all parts t the countrj.
*
)tticeopen on .Sundaes.

M

SIGHTS AND SECRETS
OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL
;

.Vo Bitti
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Or. Slioles’ Eclectic

bom, \i

FOR SPRING USE, FOR THE WEAK, FOR
TIM-: PALE. FOR THE SICKLY. FOR
THE AGED, FOR FEMALES'

brought

TO YOUNG MEN.
.Seminal Weakness, or Constitutional Debility brought
on by secret habits indulged in by young men.
I bis is
one of the greatest evils that can befal man.
It begets
Disease of the Heart, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Lmaei
ationol the Frame, and finally ends in complete idioe..
By causing a rush of blood to;.the head, it often terminates iu Apoplexy.
Persons suffering from NERVOUS DEB11.HA esjaeially those contemplating marriage, should lose on nine
in making immediate application.

the
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pout' in upon me, daily in
'•rea-ing in volume ami power. Here rouien letter ti-om .I.
1 >. A vi es ol East (ireete
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continued

MEDHIATKD IXHAl.AN r lor I'litlii.-io, irelief and probable cun- ever offered to the public. Inhaled with tlu breath, it goes directly to the Lungs and relaxes the contractu. 1 nerve or
muscles which encircle tlu- air tubes, and the patient
breathes free, easy and natural. Phthisic i- brought on
by so many different causes that it is impossible to adjust
anyone remedy as a cure for all persons thus alllieted.
But my In ha an r never fails to immediately relieve all
cases of Phthisic from whatever cause it may have born
oat; it is always safe and always reliable.
Price 75 cents. By mail $luo. Sold at ah- I- dr and
retail by S. A Howes ,v Co., Belfast. Me.
Orders from dealers in medicine, respectful]-.- solicited.
<
I E\V 1S, f’i ...prietor,
J
Htf
BeltuM. Me,

>
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to be
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a
private nature, in both sexes.
DR. PADELFORD has gained a great celebrity for the
cutent the above diseases than
any physician in America.
His great success in those long standing and difficult
cases, such as were lot
merly considered incurable, is sufficient to commend him to the public as worthy the extensive patronage he haa received.
It is deplorable to witness some of tlif c.v-os that are
presented to him. where the disease has been driven into
the system by tjuacks, the abuse ot Mercury and Copaiva,
;
&c., to break out again iu the form of spots and ulcers on
the body, pain in the joints, sore throats, night sweats, ;
and emaciation.
Hardly a day passes but he has patients recemmended
to his care by physicians from the country, and this and
oilier cities, who have not the means of
sufficient
experience to jumble them to cure the worst of all dm

day;

a vmiAAT

prices. Samples

1

There is

to compare with it

power, it -extensive range, ami the count
ie-s wonders which it panorama* before me.
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OFFIC E.

Emlicott Street, HoMoii.

BOX in every ten contains a Dollar Bill,
Sent to any address on receipt ol fifty cents, 'l ids
stationery is warranted to be of the best quality. A liberal discount to the trade.

Above i

ED <’• »M M< >N SENSE FAMILY SEWING MA< lilNd.
This machine will stitch, hem {ell, tuck, <*uilt, cord, hind
Price
braid and embroider in a most superior manner
only $ls. Fully warranted for tive years. We will pay
$1 (junior any machine that will sew a stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It makes the
Elastic Luck Stitch." Every second stitch can be cut,
and still the doth cannot lie pulled apart without tearing it. W pay Agents from $?.» to S'.'uo per month and
expense-', or a eommission from which twice that amount
can he made.
Address .SECOMB & CO., Pmsr.ri;<;.
Pa., Boston, Mass, oi* si. Lofts, Mo.
Caiiiion. -Do not be impo-ed upon bv other parties
palming oil worthless cast iron machines, under the
same name or otherwise,
tin only genuine and
Ours i
really practical machine manufactured.

They embrace

scription of the work.
CO., Philadelphia, l*a.

WOK- i lowest

Belfast, January 1, lStiS

Initial
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O.’ft

INt

Address I.. P.

Kk.nt, Safes inVaults, at rate- from $:$0 to $100 per aunura,
They also oiler to receive, on Special Deposit, as Bailees, j
securities of nerson* living in the country or travelling
abroad, OHio rj ol the Army and Navy. Musters ol Ves
Sels,anu others. Circulars, containing full particulars,
forwarded on application to HENRY LEE, Manager. :
Boston, March 1, 18(>a.
Iy34sp

A year b»r a
cEiunt* VI onilil>
containing Article* showing
How l<> do Business, Mean* ot Succes*. Dealings aud
ot
Business
Life and Busine. * Men,
Sketches
Operations,
Commercial Law, Political Economy; Business Intellialso.
gence;
Interesting Stories, Poetry, Essays on Social
Lite and Manners, Anecdotes, Miscellany, No.
Only
Cents
a
year. Clubs of .Seven, $d; Twelve, $7. For
Fifty
l en nanu s and
we will send The < rittenden Commercial Ari/hmeti o t'-usincss Manual. Price $1.7.0. Address S. ll.tii rt.N tit.N X ( <»., r.37 Chestnut .St., Philadelphia, Par

PATEN 1 El> 0(1'. 17, iso,,
i liese Dyes oiler the simplest ami most u-eful means of
Dyeing Household Appan l presented to tlie public.

Only $2.50

and terms sent free.

CO.. No. 105 Chambers St., N. Y. City.

LEE. HIGGINSON & CO. offer tor

FIFTY CENTS-50
valuable eight page paper, “Tli<* .tier*

San Francisco, Jan. 9.
letter iroui (Jalima, Mexico, gives an acouut of a terrible earthquake experienced iu
that city on the morning ol December 30th.
For several days previous the volcano of Callexhibited symptoms
ina, 30 miles irom the city,
of internal commotion, sending iorth smoke
.Hid steam, accompanied by a rumbling and
shaking of the earth. The morning of the 30tli
was ushered in by a gentle rocking ol tile earth
which gradually increased iu violence until the
walls of the houses were cracked and everything breakable demolished. The vibratious
were from the northeast to the southwest, and
lasted nearly +0 seconds. The cathedral, a
warehouse, and several brick buildings, were
cracked from top to bottom.
The people were startled from their sleep
It is reand rushed frantically to the plaza.
ported tliat several persons were killed by the
Hotel. The
falling of the walls of the National
shock was felt a long distance In the interior.
In several places the ground opened, trees
were uprooted, hills levelled, water courses
and a general upheaving of the earth
A

Catalogues

RAI.L &

side llieir

P;'r
AiS£%TFfr **•* lo
f7 £-\R i £{/■ MUTmI e 'J> month, everywhere, 1
male and IV mal<*, to introduce ilu* dKNriNK IMl'HOX I

i-

I

modern,

or

nothin".

for Stock in the Belfast ami Moosthead Lake
Ji Railroad. Bonds run JO years, with interest at 0 per
cent, payable semi-annually. Now offered tor sale. I he
bonds arc in amount from $100 to $loo0 and upwards. It
is considered the best investment now olfering.
TIMOTHY THORNDIKE, Oily Treasurer,
tfs
Belfast, Sept. J, ISfiS.
;
oan

Nolice to Ship Owners.

Iloitou. !Hit<i<i.

'*£f

AGENTS WANTED

!

BOARS

AM overwhelmed!
ancient

EXIEIlpAMIlfl. l(.E\T in each
be- n appointed
county in the U. S;, to sell a few valuable patent ;
Tlit? undersigned have
1 articles needed in every family. A merchant who can
agents ot the Ae a Etedford <
devote a few hundred dollars capital and a portion of his
saL
ol
their
Beon/e ani»
for
the
^.0
own or clerk’s time to the business
'YKLLOW METAL SlIEATIIINt
N.\II.S,
preferred. An Agent
will have absolute control of our
iu
bis
for
are
goods
county
prepared to furnish
Shirks, Sec. and
1G years, and they will
him business paying from ! suits iu Boston, New Y ork, Philadelphia and Baltimore,
give
^jOu to $1,500 clear profits annually.
to vessels owned here and vicinity, ai the Manufacturers’

4n STATE STREET, BOSTON.

50— ONLY

Yiimbcisi
VII>«r Year
For sale by all News dealers. Sampc copies sent live.
FRENCH & WHEAT,
.Nassau St., N. Y.
<

tj?
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TEK

REi:» iV

HI.

CITY

BELFAST

gardeners and fruit
r

Its !

Vfc Oft SI
I
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contains
o

*t5?

ii(>

it?

l’ooiry, .s.e.

framing.

«£0. II.

r

OK

Long Wharf, PORTLAND, ME.

End

Notwithstanding

A, S. KOK.

Each number, besides other I Hast rat ion
SRUiNOlb CAUI'OON, in Oil Color-',

ruin*

Don’t Read the

EIGHT.

‘11»1. A1»

n

< LUIJ or IHIRTY.
1 yard- bleached or un!$■:.;
bleached (lotion cloth. Photograph Album, li*u pictures,
elegant Morocco Binding. Rev olving oval band. Silver
Plated Table < a.-b r, ■> bottles, Ladies’ Dress Pattern.
A 1 adv’* richly-ornamented Black Walnut Writing Desk.
Fancy Cassimere Pants Pattern. Large White all Linen
Table Cover. White La Heavier Counterpane. Jo yards
Calico. Allumbra Bed Ouilf. Ladies’Morocco Shopping
Bag. Hood Cottage Clock.
< LLP. OF SIX 1 Y.
l-j yard* Bleached or UniS‘
bleached Cotton Cloth. Fashionable Dres* Pattern.—
1-J yards wool Cassimere tor Pants and Vest Pattern.
Fashionable woolen Shawl. White Marseilles Counter
pane. Lady’* Large Cenuine Morocco Shopping Bag.—
Pai:
mod white
Lady’s Fashionable Cloak Pattern.
woolen Blankets. Black Alpa a 1 da
Patten,
-Ijyards
double width water-proof'Cloaking. < yards Fanners’
good wool Frock mg. Rosewood Bra-.- Alarm Clock.
Lady’s Fur Mud'. Set Missc* Furs Mull and Collar.
CLLB OK ONE HUNDRED, f$10.j *.j yards good
Bleached or Unbleached Cotton Cloth, one yard wide.
Lady’s or Cent's New Silver Hunting Case Watch.—
Fashionable Thibet Dress Pattern, Elegant Black Alpaeca Dres* Pattern.
One pair ot good white woolen Blankets, large size. Lady's Fashionable DiuiV. woolen
Shawl. 1 wo large, tin*-, Bleached Linen Dibit-? Covers,
with one c.o/.en large sized Dinner Napkin- tt. match.—
Jj yard* Hemp Carpeting
7 1-J yards line Cassimere for
suit. One dozen I very Handled Stool Bladed 1\ idles and
Forks.T^One dozen Roger’s best Silver 1 Mated Forks on
white metal, Portable Sewing and Embroidering Machine. ; l-j yards double-width Waterj root Cloaking.—
Set of Furs, Muff and Collar.
It is impossible to give a complete li.< of goods, hut
Agents desiring articles not named above, will please
mention them, and w w ill accommodate them if possible. 11 you have a club ready, or inteud to raise one lor
any other hou*o, don’t fa it to send it to us, and at the
same firm a f: for cur .Xetc
in alar and Mammoth
change I.id. Parties acting as agents for other dollai
ml u. their address, amt
houses in thi- -ity will please
ihat of a dozen or so ot tin- their male :.nd female fi ieinls,
Male
as we can uinki it for their advantage to do so.
and female agent* wanted as usual.
LETTERS in
SEND .MONEY IN RFC ESTEEM)
every instance, and we guarantee .hat it v\ ili conn- perfietly sate*.
N.’It. Our ale should not be classed with dollai jewely sales and gilt enterprise*. Send to us lur decision
v*pceting on: husiin-ss by the Coinnii-siomrot Internal
Revenue, dated Washington. Nov. t, l.*e,*. it you want
j.rompt it turn* tor v«*ur mom y, send vour clubs to

j

THE CLOUD ON THE HEART.
By

seiuung

one

!H >M A N< It

FIGIKE

'Si**,-.,.

Uy the f. %■

mo s.
liti
>jl»l by ns aredi--cribc J in priiiF-d slips or
check- w lii. li are sent to anv address .i. the late of ten
cent
uch, in clubs often, twenty, thirty, forty, silty,
oio
li’iuo t-i /, on•• hn wired and fifty, tiro hundred, .jc.-—
For a dollar the receiver can buy’the article described in
the check, -r exchange it tot any one of two or three
hundred other article.-iu our circular. As n guarantee
d tin worth .>1
very article sold by us, any article on our
clucks can be exchanged for a WTiite lied (Juilf or a
ML < rPiutt d !?c\ol\ ing Table Castor, witli Five Pottles
Read what tin-great paper of the Norlhwc-t, the Toledo1
Ttod: Sa -by*- p per -, says of u
"W'iiai W
saw at' i'lli
Urn. Curiosity led us,
while recently in Poston, to visit the dollar establish
ment of Mes r-. Ka-txan & Ki:ni,ai.i.. Their trade
has liecoii!-1 s*. immense that they now'occupy four stories
in the elegant block No, 65 Hanover Street,’ The name
of this line has become as ‘familiar as household words’
throughout tin? Middle and Western States, while as
prompt and honorable business mc-n they are endorsed
by the best linn- in their own city, their Club system
of selling goods has done more, w«- believe, during the
pa-t lew years !.> keep down the prices of domestic
articles in even dav u-.- than ill other influences combined. Mo t oi their goods are manufactured expressly
lor them, a.-, lor in-tunee. euth-ry made to their order
in >litiiehi, 1 ’nglaml, ami imperii d in large quantities
tor their dollar trade alone.'’
to** i* tlte time* to "<*t *ignc*rM anil ncnd in
(Ink*. I.niiien fi]inia!l> nanteil an agents.
Partial li-t oi artieli
allowed
commission to any

il*TL Rov I'. <».'» Rl.uiini

A MARVEL OF ISEAliTi AM) HlEARMSS!

THE

iN

EASTMAN & KENDALL,

PRINTED IN OIL COLORS !

CONTAINS TIIF ‘OJPI.KR

lleah

»

of it—

THE

Boiton.

(t fioh>*iulc

<

Rockland Rati.ot, who lv.-.uily paid a i.ii.if!
visit to the excellent old tow n of Wald.J.or
thus

('LOTH,
homkky,
sflAWLS, &e.,
together with
IHXV1S and MIOJ:>, BOOKS, ClTLERY >1L\ Kit—
PLATED WAKE, < ASTOKS, FANCY GOO])-. \c.. «.|
EASTMAN & KENDALL,
< >N

BLANKETS,

S-iroHcil

lias impressed
the one most showing goodim--.-.
Showing true heart ol tin < hiDthn
Showing much regard lor duty.
Showing moral worth exalted,
better than much high proles* mu,
better than much gcnuiicxiuu
1 should answer, J should tell you.
Once upon an icy morning,
Very glib with frozen water,
l beheld a good man standing
Out upon the public highw.ix,
on the highway by hi.* dwelling
In his lace a smile of goodness,
In his dexter hand a shove),
Down beside him an old coal ho i
brimming full of refuse ashes.
I his he scattered wide around
Over all the icy sidewalk,
Over all the glary flagstone*.
Over every place tor walking.
Then did every passer Ides- him,
bomsous he never knew of.
Yet his honest heart was gladdened
To perceive them going safely,
And he had the iuwaid comfort
That Mich action.' aiw. v* bring.

Waldoboro*

CENT

Hiinovor

I.OW.

me what good action
me all this v.mtt

As

q

'I 11 AN

LARGER

Sav<-d bv e!ubbing toilet h« and buving ('OT I
drl.-> guoi>>, woollen
goods,

that county.
iu

rhi.s Stale

iu

:ri\ii pja.a

SMilE

100

the

.,i

AGENTS
EVER

Wine Bitters

i

Mu.

1

the

general awakening

Hoavy Earthquake

ilunins

itf

eases

TO

Panora m a

W. K. IIARK IM AN,

Baltimore, Md.

\\

l.\ I * 1 CL.M ENTS

.A.

j

Standard

on

particulars of “Best’s Improved Fruit Tree and Vine Invigorator and Insect
Destroyer.’’ Samples to test will be forwarded to any
part of the United States and perfect satisfaction guaranteed. Good Agents are wanted in every Countv in the
United .States. Address J. AH EARN, fi.'t Second Stre< t,

<4‘

1 siqx WWS. T«oa
IMPORTANT!

I

Speer's

Portland will timl it

in

to

to

Moral

a

in

1

1 lie

and

<^/i

wishing pack
to their advantage to call
PUSHERMEN

gives exclusive attention
Dli.ofdiseasesPADELFORD
of the genito urinary organs, and all dis-

IT,,. rr,

am.

farmers,
Agents,
GROWERS.—Send f<

llElfttl Al. AMD

<$,'

*\V

Some years ago, when Hiawatha
quoted freely by almost every

was new,

Democrat,
tall, tierce-looking man,
opposite
known as the “sticker,” his clothes a per- propriute to the season.
comes

!

the Cth ward station house before Capt. Jonrdan, who would identity them. Alter some
hesitation they consented. He took three men
down to the station house, and Capt. Joitrdan
told him iU'ivately that they hung about with
thieves but did not like to-ay anything about
it.
lie accused marshal Murray oi having
thieves to swear away respectable men's characters.

FISHERMEN-!

EMM WASTED for our new book of 1,000
pages, profusely illustrated with elegant Engravings, Maps, &e.
The Peopled Edition of
-DA TTT
Qm
the Eifo and Episvlofi of O X
ix LJ X-i
by Rev. Messrs. Conyukakk & Ilowsox. A vivid picture of the times of the
great Apostle. Warmly commended by clergymen ot all denominations. Superior to
the English edition, and sold at one-third Its price. Notes
and relerences in the English language. Commissions to
Agents larger than ever before offered. Circulars free to
all. Address the Publishers, R. W. BLISS & f’O., HartI ford, Conn., and Toledo, Ohio.

ACS

geki ftbbcdisemcnts..

| New Yobk, Jan. 10, Among I lie wituc.-acs
■said to have been examined before the Cuii» a k \ is m vat»:» r««
jgressional committee to investigate the alleged
election frauds in this city, were Gov. l-Ioffm ,n
Judge MCunn, Hon. Win. McTwce.l, lion.
llow the Fainur may double the value of his land;
jChas. lv Loew and brolheis. Mr. Loew test- make
times as much out of stock; and how all the
jitlod that naturalization papers were issue.I by profitsthree
of the farm can be more than doubled. Farmers,
bim only to such persons as had appeared be- farmers’
sons, experienced book agents and others, wantfore ti judge authorized to confer muumlizu
ed to take agencies in every community. Commissions
to
*IOO
$£ iiO per month, according to ability and
I lion upon them. The action oi Sheriff OTtrieu .■Hi
rgv.
Circulars giving full description sent free. Ad| lias created some feeling among lie menii'i
Fa.: Cindress '/.FK.' I,Eli, Mi (T 'RI)Y & CO., Phil
'of the committee, and it is said tiny will pre- cinnati, <).: Chicago, 111.: St. Louis, Mo.
The
ommili sent it to Congress next week.
i ten a short time ago held a session
in the
AGENTS WANTED FOIl THE
j county clerk’s office where the} examined die
naturalization papers on lile.
The World publishes the statement ol Sheriff
O'Brien relative to his arrest of witnesses in
IIG i aUV Of TIB6 U \K.
attendance upon tile Congressional committee
to investigate the alleged election lrauds in
Its Causes. Character. (Vniluet ,V K exults
this State. The sheriff states that tin: committce sent for him Friday allcruoon to come
over, tor a man was swearing to tilings reflect- i
lug upon his character, lie told the commit- j Itsale, combined with an increased commission,
tee that some of the men outside waiting to; make ready
it the best subscription book ever published.
sent
that
were
and
Col.
Wood
Semi
for
circulars
and set- our terms and a full descripthieves,
testify
lie asked tion ol tin.- work. Address NATIONAL PI PUSHING
them over to testify against him.
( O., Philadelphia, Pa., or Cincinnati, Ohio.
to take them to ,
the committee lor

Savings Bank.

INST1 IT TlON is now prepared to receive lie
r|MU.S
1
posits in Sums oi One Hollar and upwards, at the
Main ^r. Formerly Bank oi ( omBanking Room, No.
merce

Room.)

Interest allowed
II.

posits ol l- i\e Hollars and ov«
ASA FAUMT. President.
Trea-.
1868.

on d»

Qtinun
Belfast, Aug. 1

John

For sale also by
genIt your Druggist has not
the Powders, send your money at
once to Prof Spence’s address, as
given abovo, and the Powders will
be forwarded to you, postpaid, by
return mail.

orally.

r.

Iy4i

Druggisls

